Voter Guide

2020 KENTUCKY GENERAL ELECTION
CMRJB WORKERS UNITED IN KENTUCKY

Who we are?
We are the workers of CMRJB Workers United in Kentucky. Organizing for a bright future that includes all Kentuckians — no
matter where we come from, what we look like, or how much money we have — is a challenging job. But we know it’s worth
it. We are proud to support fellow working Kentuckians.
Workers need healthy workplaces to thrive. That’s true in all industries. We all benefit, and our democracy thrives, when
workers have a seat at the table and a say in decisions that impact us each day on the job.

What is a voter guide?
Voting is one way that workers can impact the issues we care about in the workplace and beyond. This voter guide can help
Kentuckians learn where candidates stand on those issues and choose elected representatives who will show up for working
people.
And this is a big election year – all of the legislative seats in the Kentucky State House of Representatives and half of the
Kentucky State Senate seats are on the ballot. We surveyed every candidate for the Kentucky State House of Representatives
and Kentucky State Senate. Responses appear exactly as submitted.

Why labor matters in the election
Working Kentuckians and union members fight everyday for rights on the job, fair wages, and democratic participation in the
workplace. We know that active participation in Kentucky elections, up and down the ballot, is part of our fight for working
families.
Each year during the Kentucky General Assembly, lawmakers consider legislation that impacts workers’ lives. We have
witnessed efforts to erode our rights on the job at the state level, and we have fought for legislation that will improve the
lives of countless working families. We believe that our voices must be heard in Frankfort, and that workers have a right to
participate in the democratic process and to push for legislation that addresses our concerns.
During moments when it feels like our shared future is uncertain, we know that solidarity is the key to correcting our course
and bringing together working Kentuckians in every county. Solidarity means that we boldly address an unfair economy that
works only for the wealthy few. Solidarity means that white workers join the fight for racial justice. Solidarity means that we
fight shoulder-to-shoulder -- no matter if we are Black, white or Brown -- for a future where every Kentucky worker is free
from discimination, we all share in and participate in a healthy democracy, and we are all free from economic domination.

How to vote in Kentucky
Kentuckians who are registered to vote have options to cast a ballot this general election. In addition to voting on November
3rd, 2020 at polling locations in all counties, absentee voting is also an option for more people. You may request an absentee
ballot if you are physically unable to be at the polls because of disability and/or age, or if you will be out of the state on
election day, AND you may also request an absentee ballot if you are at high risk for contracting or becoming severely ill due
to the coronavirus. To see if you are eligible for an absentee ballot, or to check where polling locations are in your KY county,
go to www.govoteky.com.
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Voter Guide
questions
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling to get by. Many Kentuckians
have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve newly become eligible for unemployment worry about
receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what
efforts would you support to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a difficult job. At the end of the
day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s
essential workers?
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight to see the end of racist and
cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our
organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you
support legislation to repeal Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid sick leave to employees. The
pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you support legislation that would require Kentucky employers
to provide paid sick leave to workers?
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen ways of hurting workers.
These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks.
They also would have decreased the amount of benefits over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were
filed, they were bad. Amid a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation that
limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due to black lung diagnosis.
This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount of time certain workers can receive workers’
compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple
lawmakers have filed bills that would repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational
disease claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these provisions opens
up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to Frankfort alongside folks living with black
lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action. Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive
the benefits they’ve earned and repeals these provisions of the 2018 law?
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already existing bond law to ensure
that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation
that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws
are enforced?
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8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful strike. They were responding
to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up
their issues and demands. The workers’ and their union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to
ensure that the workers had groceries during the strike.
What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that
farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant
communities who work in every industry of our economy?
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a living wage.
Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you support legislation that would allow local
governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the state minimum wage?
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job applicant to disclose their
prior criminal history as part of the initial job application.
Do you support legislation to “Ban the Box”?
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC would help Kentucky
families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states (as well as D.C.) already have an EITC.
Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)?
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that protect union members’ and
retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for workplace safety and investigating
worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational
Safety and Health (KY OSH).
When workers die on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining whether an
employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released, KY OSH began implementing many
reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues to implement successful
reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe jobs?
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal laws through their
partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The KCHR often addresses instances of racial
discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace. Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky
workers, and no Kentuckian should face discrimination on the job.
What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support
to address discrimination and advance racial justice in the workplace?
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in Kentucky continue to receive
their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of Kentucky workers?
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KENNETH HALL
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 84
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: Kennethforky.com
Campaign Facebook page: @kennethforky
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
I would stand in line and stay at the Governors door until we got answers! Things have to be updated and brought to the front to get
things accomplished.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
These workers need to be compensated some way to show them our appreciation with some bonuses etc.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
I will fight 100% to have this law repealed!
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Absolutely
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
100% against
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6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Yes I would support
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
I in support however I would have to look into this to give a better answer.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
Yes
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
No
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
I think we have to choices right now. That’s legalize the sale of Marijuana and Gaming these would brings 1000s of tax dollars to Ky.
And would strengthen the pension and the budget
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13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
I would support any legislation to protect our workers in the workplace.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
Maybe some training about discrimination make it mandatory????
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
Candidate did not answer.
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RACHEL ROBERTS
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 67
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: RachelforKentucky.com
Campaign Facebook page: @rachel4ky
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
Since being sworn in on March 3 I have spent the bulk of my time working to connect folks to their benefits and needed services. The
UI system was never set up to handle a crush like our current circumstances have caused, but it’s been made all the worse by budget
cuts and staffing cuts. I worked

with Governor Beshear and Labor Secretary Roberts to bring an in-person UI office to Northern

Kentucky which helped over 1000 people get their UI benefits. I continue to work to get us a permanent office, to build a better system
and to ensure that Kentuckians get what they need and deserve and worked for.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
I have been a champion for labor, education and healthcare and I will continue to fight for our working families. As a small business
owner I know that my staff is what makes our business stand out and thrive. I will continue to support labor needs and to fight against
Right to Work.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
I support the repeal of Right to Work.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Yes
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5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
My sincere hope is that this moment in time has shown us all that none of us was ever more than an injury, illness of job loss away from
needing services.These benefits must be strengthened, not cut, to support our working families in times of need.
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Yes
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
Our country was designed to be a melting pot, one that thrives on immigration and diversity. Kentucky should be a welcoming state that
values differences and welcomes those who choose America as their home. Working contracts must be honored and workers must be
allowed to organize to ensure they are fairly compensated and that their workplaces are safe.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
Yes. The $600 week ($15/hr) PUA program showed us how a higher minimum wage can allow families to thrive while stimulating the
economy.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
Yes
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11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
A pension is a promise and must be maintained. Kentucky needs to raise more revenue through expanded gaming, tax reform and
focusing on new economy jobs.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
These departments must be strengthened and held accountable. Attempts to deregulate and favor corporations over the lives of
workers cannot be allowed continue. I sit on the Licensing and Occupation committee and use my voice there to vote for laws that
protect workers and make workplaces safer.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
We must raise revenues as a state so that we can fund vital commissions like this. As a legislative body we must work to dismantle
racism in our commonwealth and call it out in all its forms.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
I will continue to pressure our federal leaders to send much needed funding to state and local governments while continuing PUA and
stimulus payments to our Kentucky families.
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LARRY VARNEY
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 64
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: larryvarney.wordpress.com/vote-for-me/
Campaign Facebook page: @LarrySantaVarney
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
Not an easy problem - but I would do what I can to make the benefits larger and longer.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
Do what is necessary to protect our workers from the various viruses.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
Definitely! While “Right to Work” sounds good, it is anything but.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
I do. When such a thing as a pandemic happens, either the workers themselves get sick, or there is a closing because of the danger.
In these cases, the workers need that paid sick leave.
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
I am against such laws, before and especially after this pandemic has hit. I will do whatever I can to stop such laws.
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6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Yes. Easier to obtain, and the benefits should be higher and longer.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Everyone, corporations and individuals, have responsibilities. I am in favor of strengthening those laws.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
Laws must be made, and enforced, that protect all of our workers, including the migrant workers. If an employer violates those laws,
they must be held liable, including jail time for the CEO’s and other owners.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
I definitely favor local governments having the right to raise the wages. And, while it may be difficult to raise the wages to a living wage
in 2021, we must at least try to get as close to it as we can.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
That’s a tough one. Yes, if the person “did the time” and paid the price, they shouldn’t be punished forever afterwards. There might be
good exceptions, for the really serious and dangerous crimes that may affect their co-workers.
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes, I do. It is a good idea, and one that all states should have.
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12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
Companies must be liable for such pensions. They must set aside enough funds to cover those pensions. If they don’t, then jail time.
That might be enough to convince other companies to mend their support.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
More inspections are necessary, along with reforms. We must work to stop such accidents before they happen.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
In these times, it’s difficult to adequately fund almost everything. Higher taxes is one solution, along with less spending on unnecessary
things. I want every worker who feels they were discriminated against, to feel they have people in Frankfort who will listen to their cries
for help.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
I will listen to the experts on this issue - this is a difficult situation with no easy answers. But, I will try my best to protect our workers!
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PAULA
CLEMONS-COMBS
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 91
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: paulaclemonscombs.com
Campaign Facebook page: @paulaforky
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
There are issues with the unemployment insurance system. While fixing the entire system is a goal, immediate remedies would be: reopening unemployment offices in each county instead of the current regional model our last governor created, reducing the two-week
wait for benefits (preferably to 72-hours), and contracting a new digital platform because our antiquated system is woefully inadequate
as witnessed during the COVID-19 months.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
Public and private essential workers would greatly benefit from a permanent increase in minimum wage, and having collective bargaining
rights as an option for them. For these to happen, RtW must be repealed.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
Right-to-Work for less was an injustice leveled against the working people of Kentucky. I fully support legislation to repeal it and am
more than willing to sponsor/co-sponor that legislation.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Healthy employees means increased productivity and profit for employers. Paid sick leave allows employees to recuperate and then
return to work ready to fulfill the duties assigned. Paid sick leave behooves an employer because it will ultimately increase production
and profit. I support this legislation.
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5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
Instead of punishing working people with draconian laws, I think that many in the legislative body should be focused on actually
representing us. Decreasing the weeks and benefits will not only drive out quality employees from Kentucky but will hurt our economy and this is something that many in rural areas cannot withstand financially. My position is that unemployment benefits are a cushion to
soften the financial blow of being out of a job and should not be tampered with unless there is a better model offered.
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
My daddy died from Black Lung. I saw him being forced to travel from his home in Breathitt County, Kentucky, to Virginia and Pikeville
and other destinations that were HOURS away. I saw firsthand how a man’s life can quickly be reduced, his world shrunk to what he
can reach by living on a 25-ft tube that’s tethered to an oxygen machine. I have seen my mom fighting to keep her widow’s benefits. I
have seen enough! I will sponsor/co-sponsor any legislation that makes it easier for miners and widows to receive benefits.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes, I do support this legislation. And I support tightening up the procedures currently in place to make certain that wage bond laws are
also enforced.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
Workers with H2A visas should have confidence in their contracts being honored and should not be deprived of the right to join a labor
union while in Kentucky on such a temporary work visa. Joining a union is the most immediate way for a migrant worker to have support.
I support the right of workers to join a union. Period.
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9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
I support raising the minimum wage across the Commonwealth of Kentucky. This is necessary for our working families and children. As
far as local governments passing local minimum wage ordinances that are higher than the state minimum wage, this is an issue that
lies within the hands of said local governments and the citizens who live therein. As long as there is no violation of state or federal laws,
then let local citizenry decide at the ballot box their threshold for a higher minimum wage.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
For those who have served their sentences and wish to re-enter society, checking “the box” pretty much dashes all hope of that
happening. “Ban the Box” doesn’t mean the employer cannot and should not run a criminal history check on the applicant but it does
mean that the applicant gets an opportunity to at least be reviewed for employment. I would support legislation to “ban the box”.
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
I would support legislation for EITC for Kentucky’s working families.
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
As a public school teacher, I take very seriously the threats to our public pensions. Kentucky needs to overhaul current tax codes, find
other funding sources, fight against states and local governments from being allowed to file bankruptcy, and work together to ward off
future crises in our state budget.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
KY OSH needs to be completely independent of political influence at all times and there should be a review of fatality rulings by a thirdparty within three months of KY OSH completing their own investigation. The third-party review team will consider a gradual release
from this policy if certain criteria have been met but will continue to complete random checks of fatalities to ensure quality control. As
legislators, we need to be willing to meet with representatives of labor to address concerns as they arise.
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14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
KCHR needs a dedicated funding stream that is independent of political influence so that it may carry out its duties to protect Kentuckians.
The entire general assembly needs to be updated on progress, concerns, and successes of the KCHR and future goals. Protecting
Kentuckians is the job of the entire general assembly and not just a select few on a committee.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
This is difficult to answer because small businesses which employee Kentuckians have suffered financially and many have closed due
to COVID-19- related issues. There is no enemy here, just a virus that has swept across our Commonwealth. In this instance, I do
think that expanded unemployment benefits, medicaid benefits, and SNAP benefits should be issued until employment resumes. This
will ensure our unemployed have ample chance to be productive members of their communities, basic needs are met, and the local
economies do not collapse (paying taxes will continue with purchases which will help offset these temporary benefits).
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SUSAN WESTROM
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 79
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: under construction
Campaign Twitter page: @RepWestrom
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
I will demand we get our act together. I have easily spent 4 hours a day assisting Kentuckians from across the state access their
benefits every day since April of this year. These are not only my constituents but mostly people from across the state who have
Legislators who have not responded to their pleas. No family deserves to be ignored when their home and family are threatened by
homelessness, hopelessness or hunger. I am already demanding this be remedied.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
I will do as I have done the past 20 years. I will support working families and continue to demand fair wages. It s unacceptable that a
two parent family working minimum wage cannot sufficiently provide because we allow industry and bosses to exploit their labor for
their own profit.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
Absolutely. I am proud of every vote I have made for working people and union members my entire career. I voted against right to work
and have learned from union members how it has impacted their income and job opportunities they must take OUT of STATE away
from their family!
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
I have always supported paid sick leave and doubt seriously that our Republican Majority will ever let such a bill hit the floor for a vote.
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5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
I will never vote to decrease benefits. I believe there are some people in our Frankfort “Leadership” that lost their humanity when they
bought into the opinion that people not working are on vacation, and sucking the state benefits dry. I do believe in divine retribution and
hope I will see the day they See the Light!
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
This is what happened when Republicans had taken over both chambers and then elected a Republican Governor.
I worked in a medical clinic in Clay County KY years ago and know personally how Black Lung kills people and families. I would be
delighted to vote for your suggested legislation and hope to be able to in my lifetime. Needless to say, I voted against anything that
would hurt any worker in Kentucky.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
It would be a pleasure to support such legislation. There should be a warm place in the afterlife for thieves like those with Blackjewel.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
This is yet another story that infuriates me and I suspect I know the farmer.
Your challenges are the exact issues that keep me running for office. You all became powerless when the Democrats no longer had the
numbers to fight those who would hurt the people working for them. It is vital to have leaders in place willing to fight the thieves who
disrespect workers who desire to make an honest living. Until our voters who are “real people with a soul” vote out those who would rob
hard working people, this endless cycle of disrespect and cruelty will not end.
Please tell me all of your members understand how vital their vote is!
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9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
Yes indeed and I have always been proud to stand up for hard working people who have never earned enough to tuck away a dollar to
prepare for something such as this pandemic.
In surveying my constituents, the vast majority agreed minimum wage should start at $10.00 and go up from there.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
I look forward to having the opportunity to do so and dream of the day such a bill would pass.
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
I have been assigned to the Appropriations and Revenue Committee for years and fair tax reform has never turned into a successful
piece of legislation. The last tax reform bill that did pass was turned into the greatest piece of shameful legislation I have seen in my
years while serving in the General Assembly. Attacking the pension crisis begins with fair tax reform that does not shelter favored
industries or individuals.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
I became acquainted with this hidden issue when I was first elected when a constituent educated me about the loss of her brother in a
preventable workplace factory accident and the fight with the plant that ensue. It was a painful story to hear.
I would request that KY OSH educate and update every legislative member on an annual basis to share your advancements and
continued challenges that may need a legislative remedy.
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14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
Surely you have to be as frustrated as I am on the balance of power and who is harmed by our leaders. Unless the Kentucky
Commission on Human Rights or the EEOC provides all members with an annual report detailing such information, it may take years
for those with no institutional knowledge on this topic to even know it should have a vital discussion. I guarantee that at this time, our
new House members who number probably 60% of the House, would have no idea where to look for the work you do.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
I will continue to do what I have been doing since session ended and hundreds of people from across the state started reaching out to
me for unemployment assistance after no response from their own legislator. I have been working at least one half of every day, from
my home for the people in Kentucky because they are in crisis and are suffering as a result of the destruction by a previous Governor
of our Unemployment Offices across the state and an antiquated computer system. I have received no salary while working at home
and understand this is true Public Service.
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JEFF GRAMMER
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 36
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.grammer4house.com
Campaign Twitter page: @Grammer4house

1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
First, access to the system must be easier; and hours of operation need to be extended. Additionally, I would like to see Medicaid and/
or the KYnect health insurance network be part of free provided benefits for workers unemployed.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
First and foremost we must make sure that all workers are provided a ‘livable’ salary. We all have witnessed that “essential workers” are
NOT the people who wander the halls of power in government. They are the ones the selflessly perform their job functions for wages
that are not commensurate with their role in our communities. And I not just referring to healthcare workers. But also, truck drivers,
maintenance workers, trash haulers, grocery clerks. They are all part of our community that have held us together as the fabric of our
society. Without them and their dedication this pandemic could have devolved into chaos.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
100% I support repealing this. It is a false narrative that jobs are “created” by lowering the standard of working wages and conditions.
In fact I challenge that what we should do, especially to bolster and increase union membership, is to do something that other states
have not done. Use corporate tax cuts as incentives for companies who are union shops. If any company supports and is a union shop,
provide another 2-3% corporate tax cut, which then becomes an economic attractor to bring union companies TO KY.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Paid sick leave should be provided to all workers; including those who are part-time workers. So, yes, I 100% support paid sick leave...I
also support up to 28 weeks for maternity leave with up to 6 months total leave.
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5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
I would like to see us adopt up to 30 months of unemployment benefits. It is a FACT that to find job to replace the one you lost takes 1
month for every $10,000 in salary you make. If you make $60,000 a year, that is easily a 6 month job hunt for many. Having a buffer of
up to 30 months provides unemployed people the ability to find new employment without the fear of losing their home or going hungry.
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Yes. However, I also stand against coal mining as a long-term energy or career path. While miners who have been harmed by this
profession we owe them to care for their needs; we need to invest in new, clean, renewable energy sources to provide other career path
opportunities which do not threaten a worker’s long term health.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Oh, 100%. The lack of governance for all of our pension systems is a show of greed, avarice, sloth and mendacity by those who wish
to usurp their responsibility to provide for those that they benefitted from.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
While I 100% support the union workers and specifically the migrant workers; tobacco is a dying industry. We should put forth every
effort to move to hemp and marijuana production to replace this crop and in so doing tighten labor laws around the agri-crop so that the
contracts put in place for worker harvests are not able to be broken without legal and fiduciary penalties.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
As I mentioned earlier in a response we must pay ‘livable’ wages. While I believe that $15/hour should be the statewide standard, I
also believe that should be the absolute floor wage; and that local communities be allowed to set upper level minimums based on the
cost-of-living in those areas.
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10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
Yes. As someone who worked for a non-profit whose partial initiative was to help those with criminal records back into the workforce, I
witnessed first hand how talented and skilled these people were, but for one mistake they became stigmatized.
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes, I do.
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
I hope there is enough data field size to support my answer : First, if do just two of the possible 4-5 items below I am proposing we can
issue a 30-year revenue bond and fund nearly 67% of the current un-funded liability. With bond yields at near zero the discount rate
makes this extremely cost effective. Companies borrow against their accounts receivables all of the time. That is exactly what this is.
The pension system is in crisis. However, his solutions are old, tired and nothing new. All of the proposals have been tried before. And
they are NOT working. We need new ideas and innovative thinking to fix the issue; not rehashed failed ideas from the past.
The first rule of business is ‘follow the money’. We need new revenue streams. Every entrepreneur knows you cannot cut your way to
profitability, and you must find new markets, products and services to GROW your company.
I support and will work to fix our state pension system through funding from other new sources of tourism attraction. New sources of
revenue for Louisville Metro include the following:
* Allowing our race tracks to provide expanded gambling venues (Racino’s)
* Medical marijuana
* Increased hemp production
* Real tax reform
All of these, and others, should be on the table as new market revenue streams.
Cutting benefits and raising our Police retirement age will not work.
Businesses do not turn down new money-making opportunities when presented if they are a viable business
*Candidate’s response exceeds 250 word count limit
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13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
Safety should always be first. And one of THE essential workers are safety inspectors. We need to make sure we have increased our
capacity for inspections to take place and hold those companies accountable for violations of safety protocols.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
Again, using new and innovation revenue streams use those to fund EEOC agencies. Beyond that, one of the things I would love to see
is the state setup community based investment banks in our minority and black communities so that black entrepreneurs and business
owners have access to capital for investment. 70% of black entrepreneurs use their own personal credit cards to fund their business
startups while only about 20% of white entrepreneurs do. Lack of access to capital for businesses in our black communities means
that economic downturns will not hit them disproportionally hard. This is another topic I could write paragraphs and paragraphs on.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
Everything I can. Equal pay for women, fair business practices, escrow accounts for on the job injuries outlasting insurance.
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JOE GRAVISS
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 36
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.joegravissforky.com
Campaign Facebook page: @forgraviss

1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
Hire more professionals, open career centers, train more folks to be adjudicators
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
Everything I can. I’m filing a bill to generate more revenue so we can pay folks more.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
Yes
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Yes
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
Don’t do it!!
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6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Yes
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
We don’t need a wall, we need a bridge!
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
It needs to stair-step and yes.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
Yes
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
I co-authored HB 171 to help pensions in 2019 and will be filing very soon a bill to begin phasing out various tax expenditures costing
us hundreds of millions.
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13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
Hire more workers there. Fund the agency.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
Work to pass revenue raising legislation, fund the commission, support non-discriminatory laws and speak up about it!
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
Enforce non-payment and low payment laws. Businesses need customers, not tax breaks! The more customers with money in their
pockets, the more business they have to pay payroll.
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LYDIA COFFEY
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 54
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: http://coffey4ky.com
Campaign Facebook and Twitter page: @Coffey4KY
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
First we must update the unemployment system. I support the pre-filed bill by Representative Terri Branham Clark to reopen
unemployment offices that were closed during the previous administration. It is imperative that Kentuckians should not have to travel
long distances to get the help they need.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
We must pay a living wage! Many school support staff are basically working for the health benefits and do not make enough to live on.
I will always have the back of essential workers by fighting for better working conditions, pay, and benefits.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
I strongly support legislation to repeal right-to-work.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
I support legislation that requires paid sick leave and maternity/adoption leave for employees.
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
I will not support any legislation that would limit unemployment benefits to any Kentuckian.
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6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
I support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive benefits and does not limit the doctors that can diagnose and treat them.
All provisions that are harmful to miners in the 2018 law should be repealed.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Strongly support
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
There must be an accountability system for those that employee migrant workers. Concerns of wage disparities as well unrealistic
working conditions and racial bias should fall under Kentucky Human Rights Commission. It is past time for Kentucky to have a
statewide fairness law that could be made broader to include immigrants.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
I strongly support a living wage for all Kentuckians. If local governments want to pass minimum wage ordinances higher than the state
minimum wage I would support that. I don’t think local governments will pass higher wages if their community can’t support or maintain
the wage.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
I do support legislation to “Ban the Box”.
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes
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12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
For several years I have been in Frankfort fighting for my own teacher pension and the pensions of other state employees. Inviolable
contracts must be honored by the state. We must overhaul our antiquated tax code to make it fair and equitable. Luxury items must
be taxed and wealthiest in our state must pay their fair share. Kentucky must find other sources of revenue (sports betting, gaming,
medical cannabis) and bring it to the people to for a vote. We can not move forward as a state without other sources of income. It is
time to stop sending dollars across our boarders.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
Yes. Fatality investigations should not be a work in progress. We must see that the employees of KY OSH have all the proper training
to carry out their job duties. If necessary legislation could be passed to set the standards. Kentucky must do all we can to protect our
workers by having high standards of safety and a state agency that is well trained and equipped to carryout the oversight.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
Recent events have brought to the forefront the systematic racism that blankets our state. KCHR is more important than ever. The
majority of funding comes from the state general fund. It will be crucial to fight for an increase in funding in the 2021 budget and seek an
increase in federal funds in order to make certain that all reports of discrimination can be addressed. Diversity training in the workplace
will be beneficial. Open dialogue will also make a difference.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
Honestly, I am not exactly sure what this question is asking. The Blackjewel mine comes to mind and the lack of accountability to
the miners because the state had failed to hold the company in compliance. I do believe people must be paid for work done and the
employer must be held accountable for the payment. We must make sure there are strong laws and regulations that protect Kentucky
workers. Those that charged with carrying out these laws and regulations must be held accountable for carrying our their duties.
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JOHN WHIPPLE
District/Office: Kentucky State Senate, District 5
Political party: Independent Party
Campaign website: www.whipple.run
Campaign Facebook page: @KY5thDistrict
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
First off I will treat the unemployed with respect and dignity. My goal is to give them better access to services by opening more locations
and improving the technical infrastructure in our offices. The Federal government often drops the ball and cannot be trusted to support
Kentuckians. We must do what they fail to do, take care of our workers.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
The first, best step to protecting Kentucky’s essential workers is to make sure that they are paid a decent, living wage. I believe that a
$15 minimum wage would not only improve the lives of workers but improve our economy as well.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
No, I do not support right to work laws and will actively, aggressively work to over turn them.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Yes, I consider sick leave to be a part of a workers paid compensation. We must treat workers with compassion and respect. Paid sick
leave protects the community as well as the worker. We do not want sick people coming to work because they cannot afford to take
time off to recover from an illness. This spreads the illness and makes the problem worse.
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5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
Our current crisis makes the economy unstable. Our workers have never been more vulnerable to loss of jobs or health risks. Instead
of reducing protections we ought to be increasing them. Workers and their families should not be treated as a burden, but as a resource
to be respected.
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Again, we must be looking for way to protect workers rights, not restrict them. Yes, I would support legislation that gives better access
to miners for their benefits and the repeal of the 2018 law.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
I was disappointed with our failure to support the mine workers and their efforts to receive what was owed them. Laws should not be
written to support corporations; laws are there to protect the people. It is our duty to hold corporations accountable. Yes, companies
must guarantee that promised wages will be paid and the state must enforce those guarantees.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
Our federal immigration law is a disgrace. For generations it has left migrant workers at risk. The Constitution protects everyone,
regardless of immigration status. Migrant workers are essential to our economy and must be treated with dignity and respect. Where
the federal government fails to protect these workers the state of Kentucky must act to do so. Migrant workers are taxpayers and should
have equal access to public services such as schools, health care and driver’s licenses. Treating them as part of the community helps
protect and support them and makes us stronger.
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9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
I support a state minimum wage of $15 an hour and allowing local governments to set a higher wage if they elect to do so. I also support
an increase in the tipped minimum wage so that tips plus tipped minimum wage must be at least $15 an hour.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
Yes. Ban the Box already applies to federal and many state of Kentucky jobs. It should apply to private employers as well.
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Kentucky has a strongly regressive, upside-down tax system. Yes, I would support legislation that would establish a state EITC.
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
I am a public school teacher and the state’s failure to fund TRS is what brought me into politics in the first place. Since then I’ve
learned that pensions throughout the state are at risk. Bankruptcy should never be an option for any entity, public or private, to escape
responsibility for paying FULL retirement benefits. It was earned, it shall be paid. The state must dedicate revenue streams to fully fund
all public pensions. If taxes must be adjusted to fulfill our responsibilities, we must do what is necessary.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
Inspecting ONLY the accidents which result in a fatality is leaving the safety of Kentucky workers at risk. Employers should report all
workplace injuries to KY OSH and they should be tasked with maintaining a data base which could then be used to study and reduce
workplace injuries.
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14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
Discrimination and racial injustice are very real and serious problems in the state of Kentucky. Laws like the Kentucky Civil Rights
Act and agencies like the KCHR and EEOC provide necessary protections for the people of Kentucky. They must be fully funded and
supported by the state to function properly.
The current and often violent protests and demonstrations throughout the state emphasize the need for a state agency that enforces
civil rights law. If you check out their website https://kchr.ky.gov/Pages/index.aspx you’d never guess that anything was wrong, other
than Covid-19. It’s been years since some sections have been updated.
The KCHR needs to be more active in fighting for racial and social justice. The need to protect workers from discrimination goes beyond
the workplace and the mission and efforts of the KCHR must expand to meet that need. I will support this expansion.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
As a state leader I fully understand that the current crisis is unlike any we have ever faced before. We must make strong, positive
decisions to reassure business owners and local governments that we will take action to support them with the intent that they support
their workers. The state must work to provide grants, loans, and other support necessary to both employers and employees. As long
as we work together and take care of each other we will be able to rebuild a strong, robust economy that provides a good future for all
Kentuckians.
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SUZANNE KUGLER
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 29
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.suzannekugler.com/
Campaign Twitter page: @kugler_suzanne
Campaign Facebook page: @electsuzannekugler
Campaign Instagram page: @suzanne_kugler
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
I would push to establish regional offices and more unemployment staff to levels before they were downsized during the Bevin
administration.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
I will fight for a living wage to replace the present poverty wage and support the repeal of “right to work” legislation that guarantees
lower wages and fewer benefits for workers.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
Absolutely
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Yes
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
I am opposed to legislation that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits.
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6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Yes
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
Migrants with H2A visas must be able to collectively bargain like other workers for pay and benefits and any employer must be held to
their contractual agreement with their workers.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
I support increasing the minimum wage for the entire state of Kentucky and believe that local governments should not be hindered from
increasing that wage in their communities.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
Yes
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes
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12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
The state must meet its obligation to fully fund public pensions. When this is done the pensions remain viable. The revenue crisis must
be met with new sources of revenue such as sports gaming and legalization of marijuana. Large companies that have received tax
credits must also pay their share of taxes to support the laborers that bring their wealth.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
I will support OSH reforms and initiate legislation that ensures the safety of Kentucky workers as recommended by OSH.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
My votes will be to fully fund and support KCHR. I would like to initiate legislation to change the way that history is taught in public K-12
schools as well as working to implement anti racist curriculum. The students of Kentucky will become the workers of Kentucky and their
education must change to make anti racism the norm.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
I will support adequate unemployment time and benefits as well as increased support during unusual times such as pandemic.
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ART MCLAUGHLIN
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 12
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: larryvarney.wordpress.com/vote-for-me/
Campaign Facebook page: @LarrySantaVarney
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
Get more info, then make a decision
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
Thank them for their work.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
Vote no for “right-to-work” law. [Do you support legislation to repeal KY’s right-to-work laws?] Yes.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
No
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
Against
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6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Yes
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?

9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
[Raise state minimum wage?] Yes.
[Permit local government to exceed state minimum?] No.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
No
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
Have lawmakers take a pay cut- limit terms - legalize medical marijuana
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13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
As a union member and having been on the safety committee, I support better safety measurers.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
Punish those responsible.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
Help them find other jobs through education and training. Note: Check my AFL-CIO endorsement. Also check my Steel Workers
endorsement. As a retired union member, I fully support all union members.
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STEVE JONES
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 23
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.stevejonesforky.com
Campaign Facebook page: @stevejonesforky
Campaign Twitter page: @stevejonesforky
Campaign Instagram page: @stevejonesforky
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
Need to reopen all the offices closed by Bevin and maybe more. Need to overhaul and update the software that manages the system.
Need Regional main offices rather than one main Frankfort office so services are more accessible.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
We need a $15 minimum wage and affordable healthcare for everyone. We need to repeal Right To Work laws and reinstitute prevailing
wage.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
Definitely!
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Yes
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
They should not be cut or reduced in any fashion.
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6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Yes
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
Employers should be held accountable to contracts they make with workers regardless of migrant status. Out laws should protect
migrant workers the same as resident workers.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
Yes to both questions - though I prefer it be done at the state level so it is not piecemeal. It would be hard to have 100+ different
minimum wages all over the Commonwealth and have issues of is the rate determined by the business main location? Or the branch
/ field office the employee works at? Or based on where the worker lives?
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
I think it varies on the job. A Day Care provider has the right to ask potential staff about past criminal history, or a truck driver applicant
if they have a history of DUIs or reckless driving. But that info is not needed for someone applying to an assembly line position in a
factory.
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes - but I need to research this topic more.
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12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
We MUST increase revenue. We must also look at cuts where they can be done with minimum impact on services.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
We need full transparency in organizations such as this. There should also be a method of appeal built into the sytem.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
Required non-discrimination training and inclusion of such non-discrimination policy from any business applying for an operating
license with the SOS. Possible tax incentives for businesses that develop and implement anti-discrimination programs and successful
deploy them in their organizations.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
As long as a business remains in operation and a person is employed by that business, they should get paid. The idea of “regardless
of what is happening in our world that is no fault of Kentucky workers” is too broad and vague to fairly respond. Did a business go
bankrupt and close? Did it close because of the pandemic? Did it relocate out of state? Where there previous existing contracts or
Union agreements?
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PAM DOSSETT
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 8
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.pamforky.com
Campaign Facebook page: @pam4ky
Campaign Twitter page: @pdossett
Campaign Instagram page: @pdossett1
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
The unemployment system needs to be upgraded with new software and hardware to handle the incoming cases, along with personnel
to provide timely service to those in need.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
I will support Kentucky’s essential workers by protecting their health & life insurance benefits, their paid sick leave, and their right to file
for workman’s compensation.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
Yes
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Yes
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
I do not support bills that limit Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits.
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6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Yes
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
I support legislation that would protect workers’ right to collectively bargain for what the workers want and need, and to strike if
necessary in order to better their working conditions.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
Yes
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
Yes
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
The public pension plan needs to continue to be fully funded. I would work for common-sense tax reform and creating new sources of
revenue in order to help balance our state budget.
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13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
I would work ensure that OSH continues to make improvements that protect workers and conducts thorough fatality investigations.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
Every vote I cast will ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded. Workplace structures and institutions that discriminate need to be
dismantled and rebuilt to advance people of color in our state and in their workplace.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
I will do all I can as a local legislator to protect workers’ paychecks, including working with our congressional representatives at the
national level.
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JONATHAN
CACCIATORE
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 49
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign Facebook page: @cacciatore49
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
I’ve had to file for unemployment myself several times. Until this pandemic, I’ve never had a problem. With millions of unemployed
workers, the unemployment system should work without a hitch. We need to make sure people keep their houses, have food to eat,
and are able to pay their expenses. Unemployment was designed for this reason. Everyone deserves the right to collect unemployment.
Businesses need to continue to pay into it, there should be plenty to go around for everybody.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
Our essential workers are vital, we need to keep them working. That means giving them the respect they deserve, along with bonuses
for working during this difficult time. Corporation’s like kroger, walmart, meijer, lowes, home depot, along with gas station attendance,
truck drivers, construction workers, first responders, hospital workers, all need hazard pay. I would encourage these corporations to
pay extra for all essential workers.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
Repealing right to work is the main reason for me running. I’m a union electrician and against right to work. It hinders our ability to
negotiate a fair contract. I would also like to see prevailing wage reinstated. It puts more in the pockets of all workers.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Yes I agree paid sick leave is important. One work week per year of employment.
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
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over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
When the economy is good, most people don’t stay on unemployment very long. A down side to staying on unemployment for a long
time is, you lose your health insurance. When the economy is bad, unemployment is there to help you through the tough times. I don’t
agree with reducing the number of weeks you can receive benefits. I don’t agree with reducing the dollar amount over time. The people
deserve every penny.
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
I support the workers that have and still work in the mines. Greedy corporation’s have made it difficult for them to receive the benefits
they deserve. I will vote to repeal provision made in 2018, and vote to support legislation to make it easier for miners and their families
to receive the benefits they deserve.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
I support legislation that hold all corporations accountable, and not letting them file bankruptcy to avoid paying out. I support enforcing
current wage bonds, and support going after corporations that file bankruptcy to avoid paying.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
I support all union workers. Migrant workers are very important to the farming industry. Farmers need to be well paid for their product,
and so do their workers. I support the growing of hemp, and would like to bring in manufacturing to the state to make a variety of
products out of hemp. This would bring in millions of dollars to Kentucky, and the workers need their fair share. Immigrant workers do
a lot of jobs most people don’t want to do. They should be well compensated for their effort, skill, and dedication.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
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state minimum wage?
I support raising the minimum wage for hourly workers, and tipped employees. If the federal government can’t do it, or the state, then
the local government should have the right to do what’s right, and raise the minimum wage.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
I agree with ban the box. I would also like to eliminate the drug test. I would also like to reinstate voting rights to felons that have served
their time.
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
I support the state earned income tax credit. It’s a great way to put more money into the pockets of working men and women of Kentucky.
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
The state pension is a very big deal in Kentucky. To increase revenue to cover the cost, I would like to legalize medical marijuana, and
expand gambling. Those two right there would create millions of dollars in tax revenue. If we convince our farmers to grow hemp, we
can bring in manufacturers to make hundreds of products. That will create hundreds of jobs, and tax revenue from the production and
sale of hemp products.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
Safty has come along way, there is still room for improvement. All Kentucky workers should have the right to refuse to do a job if they
feel it’s not safe to perform that task. They should also have the right to call OSHA at any time to report an unsafe work place and
unsafe work practices. I will help protect workers who report unsafe conditions, and enforce rules and laws to make contractors and
corporations provide a safe work environment for all it’s workers.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
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Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
Discrimination of any kind is not allowed in Kentucky. I’m against discriminating against any person for any reason. Everyone deserves
the right to be free from discrimination. I support the state’s civil rights laws and all agencies that enforce those laws. I will support
continued funding for those agencies, and support minority owned businesses, and corporations.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
Our workers need to be protected, they are the driving force behind the nation’s economy. They need more money to cover their
costs, and to enjoy the luxuries of life. They need unemployment protection, health insurance, dental insurance, affordable housing,
lower food costs. With the cost of everything going up, our workers need more money on the paycheck to keep them from struggling.
Everyone deserves the right to live comfortably.
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JAMES FIORELLI
District/Office: Kentucky State Senate, District 11
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.jimky2020.com
Campaign Facebook page: @JAFiorelli
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
Since the costs to combat COVID were unanticipated and unprecedented, and will continue to be unknown in both magnitude and
duration, Kentucky’s ability to provide long-term assistance when faced with a requirement to balance the budget leaves only one
option to ensure that the jobless have a roof over their heads and food on the table. Also, please note that Governor is already talking
about a 29% budget reduction across the board. It will likely result in layoffs and furloughs, which will only serve to exacerbate existing
problems. As a legislator, I will badger the federal government for their assistance in addressing this crisis. Further, I will work with
employers within like industries to establish their own rules for a safe return to work, since every industry is different and in the best
position to establish the set of rules that best applies to them. People back on the job is attainable if rules are in place, and followed.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
I take issue with the statement that all Kentucky workers are essential. Are manicurists essential? How about those who work in a
carwash or those who tune pianos? Are they essential? I think not. The problem as I see it is the interrelationships between and among
businesses. For example, if you are a baker and can get all the ingredients you need to bake bread except for yeast, then you can’t
produce anything. If you run a machine ship and can’t get lubricants, the same is true. So, first you need to decide who is really essential
in a global pandemic. Those would include at a minimum, health care workers and anyone in the food production and distribution chain.
Those in the delivery chain as well, regardless of product. When I heard that Kroger was cutting back on Hero Pay, as a private citizen,
I was appalled and reacted. If elected, I will continue to lean on those companies who are functioning and whose employees are part of
the essential workforce and demand that they properly compensate their employees for the duration of the pandemic.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
I wholly support Governor Beshear’s initiatives on the repeal of right to work legislation and the re-establishment of prevailing wage
for all workers engaged in state funded projects. My candidacy has already been endorsed by a half-dozen labor unions as well as the
Kentucky State AFL-CIO.
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4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Yes
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
The job of any legislator is to guarantee that the people of the Commonwealth are taken care of. I recall New York Senator Kirsten
Gillibrand saying “If we’re not helping people, we should go the fxxx home.” I agree. I would not support any attempt to reduce any
benefits to struggling, unemployed Kentuckians, especially at a time when all Kentuckians need the assurance that their basic needs
will be addressed.
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
The average life span of the Kentucky coalminer is 57 years. Had I been a coal miner, I would have been dead some time ago. So, yes,
I support legislation that protects the benefits of coal miners, and I will support the repeal of any legislation that does not.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
I would absolutely support such legislation not only in the coal industry, but in any industry with similar obligations to workers.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
I see migrant workers in food production, as a mainstay in the hospitality industry, in restaurant kitchens, and in lawn care. The next
time you see a crew re-roofing a house, I’ll bet almost all will be Latino. I’m a second generation American and closer to this issue than
most. The wage theft travesty is nation-wide and based in intimidation. I will work with immigration attorneys, either pro bono or within
the ACLU, to sue farmers who do not honor their contracts. As far as support for immigrant communities is concerned, I would work
to resist efforts by the federal government to denigrate the immigrant, and would personally join them in picket lines and in marches.
As a first-time candidate I am unaware of what legal recourse the immigrant worker has in Kentucky. But, I suspect that they have
representatives with whom I would pledge to meet to better understand what they face on an ongoing basis, and then, react.
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9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
Yes, for both questions. Bills in both the house and senate last year went nowhere. I would also maintain that $15 is NOT a living wage
unless the earner in single and living in his/her parent’s basement. Do the math. $15 at, say 150 hours per month (if lucky) minus 17%
in deductions still leaves one at the poverty line. And, there is no way a family of two could subsist on $15/hour. I say a living wage is
more like $25 per hour which necessarily demands good, solid employment, back by an educated work force.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
I would support some, but not all aspects of this measure. I know of instances where those with criminal records end up as caretakers in
nursing homes and go on to abuse the residents. An employer in the financial world would want to know if the applicant had convictions
in money-related matters. It takes two parties to make employment happen successfully, the applicant and the potential employer. If the
employee expects the employer to be honest and forthcoming, then the converse must also be true.
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes, for both reasons cited above: extra money for the basics, and equity in the tax system.
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
I support the governor’s promise to protect pensions. No more moving of the funds to address other needs, no robbing from medical
surpluses. No more investment in hedge funds. Today’s pension mess was 15-plus years in the making and won’t be solved overnight,
especially in light of the monetary demands of the current COVID crisis. Possible remedies include funding pensions at recommended
levels plus redirecting roughly $600 million from the budget annually toward pensions. This must be coupled with comprehensive tax
reform.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
I would first determine why KY OSH was non-compliant in the first place, requiring reforms and improvement efforts. Worker safety
measures should not have to be improved. They should be sound on day one and be on track of continuous improvement. I would also
initiate a study of those states that have the best track records when it comes to worker safety. What are they doing that we are not and
to what extent can we emulate practices that they have in place that prioritize safety? If it can be done elsewhere, it can be done here.
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14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
Although it is difficult to address employment discrimination in a short answer, my first efforts will be to ensure that women are paid
equally to men. That will impact all women in a positive way, especially minority women who are breadwinners. I will also engage any
coalition of black and or other minority businessmen/women to elicit ideas on how to address discrimination in the workplace, how it
relates to the KCHR and determine if the KCHR has the funds to fulfill its mission. If funds are available outside the KCHR to enhance
the skills levels of minority workers and make the more job-ready, I will support that. Dismantling racism, however, is no simple matter.
Asking people not to racially discriminate is like asking your child to like Brussel sprouts and then blindly expecting them to happily eat
them. Racism has been a canker for 300 years with little improvement during the last 150. And racial divisiveness is exacerbated daily
by the current administration. It’s not an easy fix.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
In an ideal world, yes, the worker’s paycheck is sacred. But this is our reality: it is impossible to ignore what is happening in our world,
and to think that we can ignore it, is a lapse in good judgement. Our current conditions will not simply go away. People are dying and
COVID the cause. And because of COVID, costs are up and revenue is down. That makes for a smaller pie for all concerned. As
mentioned above, the Commonwealth may be looking at nearly a 30% cut in all budget areas. I have read much on this matter and the
only way Kentucky AND the other 49 states can survive is with a huge and steady infusion of federal monies. That is the only honest
response to this question.
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LISA WILLNER
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 35
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.lisawillner.com/
Campaign Facebook page: @lisaforkyhouse
Campaign Twitter page: @lgwillner
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
Unemployment benefits are an essential part of the social safety net. Whether a crisis befalls an individual, a family, a community, or
the entire state, provisions must be in place to ensure that every Kentuckian has stable housing, food to eat, and access to healthcare.
Years of disinvestment in the public safety net - including the closing of regional unemployment offices and career centers, and massive
layoffs from these programs under the Bevin administration - left us totally unprepared for the pandemic-related unemployment crisis.
I fully support Rep. Terri Branham Clark’s 2021 pre-filed bill request, 21 RS BR 152, to establish full-time free public employment offices
in multiple municipalities across the state. The amount of time it is taking to process claims is primarily due to a shortage of trained
“Tier 3” unemployment workers. We need to add additional staff, and open up the training pipeline immediately. Finally, the software
currently in use by the Office of Unemployment Insurance (OUI) is currently several decades out of date. A complete overhaul of OUI’s
technology infrastructure should be a top priority.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
Many workers who were required to work throughout the various phases of business shutdowns are low-paid and often minimumwage workers. Kentucky’s minimum wage should be no less than a living wage, and currently falls far short. I will continue to support
legislation to raise Kentucky’s minimum wage, such as Rep. Kathy Hinkle’s 20RS HB 39.
We should also look at adopting a state-level bill of rights for essential workers, like that proposed at the federal level by Sen. Warren.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
2017’s passage of “right-to-work-for-less” legislation, even as workers were shut out of the Kentucky Capitol, was a bleak moment for
our start. I fully support repealing so-called “Right-to-Work” legislation.
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4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Yes. The COVID-19 pandemic puts into stark relief why workers must be able to stay home from work when they are sick. Without
paid sick leave, low-paid workers often have no economic choice but to go to work when sick, putting their own lives, and the health
of others at risk.
Jobs without paid sick leave take a disproportionate toll on women and people of color, since these workers are over-represented in
low-wage jobs such as childcare, home health, and food service.
Kentucky workers deserve earned paid sick leave legislation. Jobs without this basic protection put the health and economic well-being
of individual workers at risk. And as the current pandemic has shown, low-wage jobs that leave workers with no choice but to go to work
while sick pose a threat to public health as well.
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
I strongly oppose legislation that would limit Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits.
Unemployment insurance is an essential safety net program that allows workers to meet basic needs during a time of crisis. HB 317
was an extraordinarily cruel bill. Analysis from the Kentucky Center for Economic Policy indicated at the time that this bill would cut
Unemployment Insurance benefits for people who lost their jobs by as much as 40 percent.
Since spring, I have been contacted on a daily basis by constituents waiting and struggling to receive their unemployment benefits.
These earned benefits are a vital lifeline during these difficult times, and I have heard far too many heartbreaking stories of extreme
hardship. This situation should not be acceptable to any of us. We need policies to strengthen our safety net for the collective good of
our state and our people, and to oppose initiatives like 19RS HB 317 that would remove needed supports for workers at a time when
they need them the most.
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
I support repeal of the 2018 workers’ comp law that limited who can perform evaluations in occupational disease claims. The effect of
the law has been to create barriers for miners with black lung disease to qualify for compensation. 2020 House Bill 239 would have
repealed this language.
Over many generations, coal miners have put their lives and long-term health at risk in order to earn a living. I support efforts to remove
every barrier to miners receiving the benefits they’ve earned.
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7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes. 2020 SB 27 was a policy proposal to prevent what happened to Blackjewel workers from happening to other workers. I support
efforts, like SB 27, to hold companies accountable to their workers. Companies that do not have a bond to pay severance to their
workers should not be able to receive a permit to mine coal in Kentucky.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
Many Kentucky industries could not survive without immigrant employees, and immigrant business owners and workers are robust
contributors to Kentucky’s tax base. During the pandemic, many immigrant workers without documentation and in low-wage jobs have
been deemed essential workers. They report to work each day, putting their own and their families’ health at risk, even knowing they
aren’t eligible for benefits, and with no assurance of secure housing or basic necessities.
The federal government has failed to protect many immigrant families, even as it depends on their labor and taxes, and It falls to smaller
jurisdictions including school districts, municipalities, and states to do so. State government should, at the very least, extend a driving
certificate regardless of immigration status. Members of Kentucky’s immigrant population should be able to get to work, visit the doctor,
or pick up children from school without fear of reprisal. We also need to examine state-administered programs such as Medicaid in
order to strengthen the social safety net for immigrant families, without regard to immigration status.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
Yes. I support a minimum wage that allows workers to have safe and secure housing, and access to the basic necessities of life,
including food, transportation, childcare, and healthcare access. In the 2020 session, I supported Rep. Kathy Hinkle’s HB 39 which
would have raised the hourly wage for workers, including tipped workers, and would allow local minimum wage ordinances.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
I do support “Ban the Box” policies, on initial job applications and beyond. During the 2020 legislative session, I was the primary
sponsor of a bill that would make it unlawful for colleges and universities to require students to disclose prior criminal history as part of
their college admissions applications. Ban the Box policies are racial justice priorities, since low-income black and brown students and
workers, are disproportionately more likely to have a criminal justice history.
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11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
I support the intentions of an EITC to make our tax system fairer, but I do not believe it goes far enough. In the 2020 session, I
sponsored a revenue and tax re-structuring bill (20RS HB 416) that would generate an estimated $1 billion dollars in new revenue
for Kentucky. The bill would also restructure our unfair tax code by requiring that all Kentuckians pay their fair share. Currently,
middle and low income Kentuckians pay a disproportionately high rate in taxes, compared with the wealthiest Kentuckians who pay
a disproportionately low rate. (Readers can find more about the bill here: https://kypolicy.org/tax-plan-would-fix-kentuckys-budgetchallenges-by-addressing-upside-down-tax-code/)
HB 416 – which was supported by KFTC - does not include an EITC, but instead takes into consideration all sources of income, not
just earned income. It would have the same effect of an EITC in helping Kentucky families better afford basic necessities.
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
I envision a future of economic justice and security for all Kentuckians, and one where we fully invest in the programs, infrastructure
and services that all of us deserve: vibrant public schools, a strong social safety net, good-paying jobs, and keeping our promises to
workers of a secure retirement.
Two major obstacles to this vision are a severe revenue shortage, and an unfair tax code. In the 2020 session, I sponsored a taxrestructuring and revenue bill (20RS HB 416) that would generate an estimated $1 billion dollars in new revenue for Kentucky. New
revenue would allow investing in a healthier and more secure and sustainable future for all Kentuckians, including the ability to meet
our state’s pension obligations.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
I stand in full support of the long-overdue worker safety reforms happening in the executive branch. As Kentucky legislators, we
can also look to models from other states that have enacted a Workers Bill of Rights at the state level. A Kentucky Workers Bill of
Rights should include clear provisions about workplace safety, including appropriate training for operating heavy equipment, availability
of adequate protective equipment, and other commonsense safety precautions. The current pandemic has created new levels of
workplace risk for essential workers.
A Kentucky Workers Bill of Rights should include specific safety provisions for working during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
I support “Banning the Box” on initial job applications. I’m a co-sponsor of Rep. Attica Scott’s HB 33 that would define protective
hairstyle and race in order to expand workplace protections, particularly for black workers.
It is worth exploring potential legislation to address workplace dress codes, since some company policies may implicitly discriminate
against workers on the basis of gender, gender expression, race, or culture.
Kentucky also needs a statewide Fairness Law to expand civil rights protections in the workplace, and beyond, to LGBTQ people.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
We need to invest in a strong social safety net to protect Kentuckians during times of crisis. This includes a strong unemployment
structure, where we update and upgrade the technology infrastructure of Kentucky’s Office of Unemployment Insurance, and re-open
regional UI offices and career development centers across the state. We also need a robust training pipeline for UI workers.
I also support a basic guaranteed income.
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MARIA SOROLIS
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 8
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.sorolisforkentucky.com
Campaign Facebook page: @Sorolis4Kentucky
Campaign Twitter page: @sorolismn
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
Like many parts of our state govt. our UI needs upgrading. We need to return to regional offices with adequate staff to resolve complex
matters. For the time being, the federal government (which is the only entity permitted to carry a deficit) needs to provide assistance
to states
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
Our essential workers needs a living wage, access to health care, and proper protective equipment and protective, enforced rules
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
Yes
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
All employees need to be able to take sick leave so they don’t feel it necessary to come to work even when they are ill
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
I voted againsst these bills
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6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Yes
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
Employment contracts must be enforced - for both sides but especially where the contract is not a bargain between equals
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
I support a move toward a living wage. Given the current ecomonic conditions, I would be open to a phased in implementation
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
Yes
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
I believe we need comprehensive tax reform
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
Funding the penions is less expensive than moving to a defined contribution plan. The state simply has to live up to its obligations
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13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
We need a robust worker safety program that works in concert with Federal OHSA to be sure safe work practices are in place
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
As a deferral agency, KCHR is the front line for resolving discrimination claims and it should stand on the same footing as the federal
agency
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
To the extent that we haave laws in place to protect wages, they should be enforced. Obviously, federal laws governing bannkruptcy
preempt any provisions adopted by the State
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MITCH RUSHING
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 49
Political party: Libertarian Party
Campaign website: www.rushing4ky.com
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
These types of things need to be automated, online, and quick especially when due to the fault of the government.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
If you have bills to pay, you are an essential worker. Stop shutting down and and stop picking, intentionally or not, business “winners
and losers”.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
I support contracts, I also support unions to not be forced to represent non union members.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Only if it is part of the employees contract. I don’t believe the government should impose its “will” on businesses with regards to pay.
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
I find it hard not to find a job within 6 months. But with government shutting down businesses and being the cause of so much
destruction it is now their job to “make it right” . Due to current climate must extend benefits during this time.
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6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Yes
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes, all should be paid for work they did or per their contract.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
I believe part of the governments role is to enforce contracts, regardless of citizenship.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
No, the minimum wage should be “What amount am I willing to accept for performing work” I believe the minimum wage causes many
experienced workers to work for the same wage as a 16 year old.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
I believe businesses should be able to ask what they feel they need to know when hiring employees.
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
I’m open to it. To make things fair, all tax rates percentages should be the same.
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12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
FA contract is a contract I don’t believe it should be altered in the future without approval from all parties involved. We need to stop
future pensions and grandfather in those already in the system and keep it how it was originally contracted.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
We need a robust worker safety program that works in concert with Federal OHSA to be sure safe work practices are in place
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
I support the end of the failed war on drugs which I believe contributes to many areas of racial injustice in the workplace and everywhere
else.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
It is the fault of the government so I believe the government must make it right, which means extending/increasing unemployment for
now.
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MARGARET
PLATTNER
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 33
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.plattnerforkyrep.com
Campaign Facebook page: @plattnerforkyrep
Campaign Twitter page: @margaretplattn1
Campaign Instagram page: @margaretplattner2020
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
Vote to fund userfriendly UI software; increase UI support staff at KY Career Centers.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
Repeal Right to Work; reinstate prevailing wage; increase minimum wage to a living wage; support collective bargaining; paid sick leave
based on time accrued and automatically earned based on employment.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
YES!!!
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
YES!!
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
I am against limiting any UI benefits. Benefits are made available for those who have become unemployed due to no fault of their own.
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6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Yes!
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
The laws of the land should be applied equally and fairly to every non-U.S. citizen who is in the country legally, including H2A visa
workers. Employers need to be held accountable to fair labor standards and contracts related to all U.S. citizens/non-U.S. citizens/
temporary workers. For those who persons who are not here legally, I support a pathway to citizenship, such as paying a fine, being
gainfully employed and paying taxes (unless there are legitimate, countervailing circumstances), and meet reasonable time requirements
to apply for U.S. citizenship. Living with dignity under fair immigration laws is a means to support all immigrant communities.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
Yes, support a living wage pursuant to law. Yes, to the second answer, too.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
For non-violent felony offenses, yes. For violent felony offenses, I can understand if an employer would prefer to have such knowledge.
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes!!!
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12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
Vote to fully fund the ARC every year and protect the solvency of the pension systems. My answer for both questions.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
Listen to unions and understand specifically where the issues are for them with respect to workplace safety. Legislators need to
oversee the executive branch’s administration of KY OSH to ensure adequate funding and staffing. Legislature needs to have KY OSH
testify on a recurring basis to check accountability.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
I’d like for the KCHR to testify before the legislature about its program, staffing and budget. From there, make a decision what is
needed. In answer to the second question, appoint judges who are fair minded and diverse in the adjudicatory process.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
Given a pandemic, the safety and health of Kentucky residents are top consideration. By following safety guidelines, the economy can
reopen for commercial activity, which keeps paychecks flowing. There is not a guarantee of a paycheck in a market economy. Thus, a
solid safety net secures a temporarily unemployed person until she or he can become gainfully employed again.
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MIKE EAVES
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 81
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.reavesforkentucky.com
Campaign Facebook page: @MikeEavesforHD81
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
The federal government needs to continue to support our state system that was never intended to handle the levels of unemployment
we are experiencing.
If elected i will push for a modernization of the antiquated processes and equipment now used to process and analyse claims. We also
need to link the unemployment system more closely with training programs and job recruitment programs to help those who no longer
have a job to return to prepare for other employment. I would also push for raising the minimum wage, which I think has a role to play
in this discussion.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
I would raise the minimum wage to $15 over a period of 15 years or less. I would strengthen the unemployment insurance benefit
system to make it more reliable and efficient. I would expand paid sick leave for workers, to make it available to employees of smaller
employers, and expand the availability of access to basic healthcare, including wellness care, and an expanded Medicaid for low paid
workers.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
I do not support right-to-work laws, and would support their repeal.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
I do.
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5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
While I believe unemployment benefits are not intended as a substitute for employment, that presumes that there is employment
available, and at a living wage. The legislature makes so many assumptions that are dependent on the availability of good paying jobs;
an assumption I believe is untrue. During this unprecedented health crisis our efforts must be directed to assuring that the unemployed
are receiving health care, and support for their family. If jobs exist, paying a living wage, unemployment is unnecessary. But they must
first exist.
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
I’m aware of these changes and find it puzzling. Its a little like the President’s argument that “the virus isn’t really spreading, we are just
doing more testing”. This shouldn’t be that hard. Folks who believe they suffer from these conditions should have a neutral process to
determine if they do or not. They shouldn’t have lawyers or doctors who benefit financially if they qualify, and suffer if they don’t. So
I support any law that allows a fair and subjective determination of the existence of the disease, and provides for a fair and consistent
award of benefits.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
This too is puzzling. As I understand it, the law existed, it simply wasn’t enforced. Yes, I am in favor of strengthening the law, even to
the point of making the individual officers of a company personally and individually liable in the event of noncompliance.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
Migrant workers such as you describe should organize and be protected against unscrupulous employers who abuse them. They are
entitled to the benefit of the agreements they have made, which should be protected.
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9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
As stated above, I fully support an increase in the minimum wage to a living wage. There seems to be no agreement as to what is
a living wage, but $15 hr. seems to be a common number. Though I do not believe that wage can be achieved by 2021, I do believe
that number can be increased to reach that level over the next 10 - 12 years. It is shameful this issue gets so little discussion among
lawmakers.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
Though I think disclosure of ones criminal conviction history is relevant to the hiring process, I would support legislation that disclosure
later in the hiring and/or interview process, and not at initial application.
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
I would support the state EITC as part of a larger tax code modernization.
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
I don’t understand how not honoring pension obligations is an option. And I don’t understand how we are going to continue to finance
those and other obligations without modernizing the tax code.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
Again, as I understand it, the laws and regulations are in place, but simply not fully enforced. Ultimately this is a cabinet level responsibility
and i would insist, and call the cabinet level personnel to account, for enforcement of existing worker safety laws and regulations. New
laws don’t seem warranted if we have existing ones that aren’t being enforced. The problem is with enforcement.
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14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
I agree that racism should not be tolerated in the workplace, or out of it. But as a small employer of over 40 years, I can tell you that
this, like many other areas of primarily federal law, have become so complicated that you can’t find an answer if you want one. My
limited experience with clients who are interacted with the KCHR has been less than satisfactory. And although I fully support the work
of the KCHR to combat racism, I am unaware as to how their current level of funding affects their ability to meet their mission, so can’t
comment about funding specifically.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
No one can realistically make such a guarantee. We have an unemployment system intended to bridge the gap during times of
unemployment, which we need to strengthen to make sure its there for all qualified workers when its needed. We need to continue
our efforts in the Labor Cabinet to assure that workers are paid the wages due for the hours worked. Otherwise we need to continue to
improve wages and working conditions for workers.
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CHERLYNN
STEVENSON
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 88
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.cherlynnstevenson.com
Campaign Facebook page: @CherlynnForKY
Campaign Twitter page: @CherlynnForKY
Campaign Instagram page: @CherlynnForKY
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
The system needs a complete overhaul! The current one is outdated and set up to deny benefits. It should be simple, easy to access,
and tell you if choices you’re making could cause you to be denied. Simple mistakes shouldn’t cause you to be denied or delayed
benefits. We also need more employees and should reopen regional offices.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
We need to ensure every work environment is a safe one. When that isn’t entirely possible, hazard pay should be enforced, on top of
a fair wage to start with.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
Yes, and I have co-sponsored the legislation to do so.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Yes, and I have co-sponsored the legislation to do so.
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5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
In 2019, I spoke very harshly against this legislation in committee and voted against it. I will continue to vote against it every chance
given.
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Yes, and I have co-sponsored the legislation to do so.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
Farmworkers are essential to maintaining our food supply and should be treated as such. Unfortunately, much of the legalities
surrounding them must be addressed at a federal level, however, I support expanding labor rights at the state level for migrant workers
so they can band together to bargain for better wages, better working conditions, access to healthcare and sick leave.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
Yes, and I have co-sponsored the legislation to do so.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
Yes, and I have co-sponsored the legislation to do so.
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11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
We desperately need new streams of revenue dedicated to pensions and our budgets must always support those funds as we are
legally obligated. I have stated many times that a pension is a promise. My voting history shows that I stand firmly on the side of workers.
My sponsorship of legislation aimed at reinstating a prevailing wage and repealing right to work laws also proves my dedication to the
hard working men and women that make our state function day in and day out.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
Under Governor Bevin, the worker safety standards board was disbanded. IN 2019, I was a co-sponsor of House Bill 322 to restore the
OSHA Standards Board and require it to meet more frequently. Thankfully, Governor Beshear reinstated that board this past January. I
advocate for our state board to meet federal standards and demand that worker safety be of highest priority.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
I would fight to keep their funding in the state budget and advocate for even more federal dollars, given the cuts we know are surely
coming because of the effects COVID will have on our revenues. We need to ensure that Kentucky’s government commits to antiracism personnel policies, racial-equity training, pay equity, and encourages a culture that allows employees to lift up their voice when
they see wrong happening without fear of repercussions. Our government must set the example we expect others to follow.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
I’ve been working tirelessly with Kentuckians, not just those in my district, to get their unemployment benefits. We must secure
funding for in our budget for a system upgrade to one that is of this century, user friendly, not designed to deny benefits and that can
withstand a massive volumes of claims. We also must continue to advocate for changes to our labor laws and strengthen oversight and
implementation to protect workers in instances like the Blackjewel mine.
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AL CUNNINGHAM
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 6
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.Alcunningham.com
Campaign Facebook page: @plattnerforkyrep
Campaign Twitter page: @margaretplattn1
Campaign Instagram page: @margaretplattner2020
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
Reopen local office closed by then Gov Bevin. Appropriate funds to update our outdated system that can not handle the volume of
applications. Make those that are having difficulty receiving benefits a priority even if we need to go to them because many can’t afford
to drive to our State Capitol especially with the uncertainty of even speaking to someone.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
As a former Union Representative I always stood up and spoke out for all workers. Our essential workers need the assurance that they
are appreciated and protected by their employers, the public and yes our legislators.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
Absolutely, I fought RTW for less for many years and am certain it is wrong for KY.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Yes
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5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
As a Union Representative I fought against those bills reducing unemployment benefits and will continue to do so if given the opportunity
to serve in the state legislature.
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Absolutely and I have been endorsed by the UMWA with whom I have stood up with on many occasions.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Absolutely
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
I have always fought for Equal pay for Equal work and feel all workers should be treated with dignity and respect. Accountability works
both ways.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
Absolutely....it is shameful that many work full time and still struggle to meet their needs.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
I feel if you’ve paid your debt to society than you should be free of any label put on you. I have discussed with companies that they miss
out on a good worker simply because they couldn’t afford the right attorney.
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11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Absolutely, I feel a tax code should reward work not wealth. Seems we have a reverse Robin Hood tactic going on here in KY.
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
As a retiree and someone drawing a defined pension I fully understand the importance of making sure that promises are kept. Our
state gives out more in incentives than they take in which cannot continue. On of importance to me is to stop the misclassification of
employees which is rampant in KY and is a drain on our revenue to our federal, state and local governments.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
As a former Union Representative in the construction field safety was a priority as we wanted workers to go home tired but safe so they
could return the next day to support themselves and their families. I always questioned why KY OSH waited until there was death on
a work site before they visited. I feel there should be funds allocated so investigators can randomly visit sites and speak with workers
not just company representatives.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
I would advocate that the needs of the KCHR are met. As I’ve mentioned before as a former Union Representative I fought against
discrimination in any form.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
Everyone performing any work should be compensated for that work. I have witnessed in a neighboring state where workers were not
being paid period. We opened a worker center for those individuals and stood with them protesting publicly and taking those concerns
to local and state legislators publicly.
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ALAN “AL” GENTRY
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 46
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.AlGentry.com
Campaign Facebook page: @KyAlGentry
Campaign Twitter page: @KYAlGentry
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
First and foremost, the computer system for filing & processing claims must be upgraded and/or replaced with modern--day technology.
We (the legislature) passed legislation in 2018 to allow this, but the previous administration did not complete this task. The new
administration is pushing forward. We also need to open more in-person regional offices that the previous administration closed. Laying
off workers by automating a claims process without upgrading the computer system with modern technology, and cutting operating
budgets, was a negligent act by the previous administration, and has led to colossal failure by the state in getting much-needed benefits
to unemployed workers.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
I’ve been a champion for working families since elected to office in 2016, fiercely fighting against anti-labor legislation such as Rightto-Work, ending Prevailing Wage, abolishing OSHA, and attempts to cut pensions & unemployment benefits. I personally led the
fight against horrific Workers Compensation reforms that cut medical benefits to those with permanent partial disabilities (I, too, am a
member of this group having lost my arm to a workplace accident). Nobody fights harder than me in the House for workers, and my
100% voting record for worker issues speaks for itself.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
Absolutely, and co-sponsored such legislation ever since RTW passed in ‘17.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Absolutely Yes
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5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
Their stated intent was to reduce the number of average weeks a worker collects unemployment and stays unemployed, suggesting
they don’t want to return to work. I say that’s BULLSHIT! Laid off workers are paid much less with unemployment compensation
than they make when employed. Want them back to work quicker? Create more better-paying jobs. I filed an amendment to the
unemployment bill that reduced benefits that provided incentive to workers by paying them a bonus if they return to the workforce
quicker. If they returned in less than 15 weeks, they received a bonus, a bigger bonus if less than 10 weeks, and and even bigger bonus
in less than 5 weeks.
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
I have filed workers comp reform bills & co-sponsored others that seek to repeal the awful cuts and changes passed in 2018. I also led
the movement to kill same bill in 2017, before it ultimately was passed by a super-majority Republican General Assembly & signed by
a Republican Governor.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Absolutely. What happened to Blackjewel workers was a travesty and completely unavoidable if present laws were enforced by the
previous administration.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
I support the rights of legal migrant workers on H2 visas. All legal workers have fundamental rights, and are the backbone of our country.
I will always stand to protect them.
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9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
Yes. It’s past time to modernize our minimum wage law. Ensuring our workers a livable wage will rebuild our middle class and strengthen
our economy.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
Yes. A person who has made mistakes in the past, learned from them, paid their debt to society, and is trying to get back to work
deserves that opportunity to apply without further penalty from their past. Making a mistake in the past, and serving their time for their
mistake, shouldn’t give that individual a death sentence to work again.
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
I would support an EITC.
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
I have sponsored bills to expand gaming, with tax proceeds funding pension liabilities.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
As a guy who lost his arm and nearly his life at age 28 in a workplace accident where the employer was cited for multiple OSHA
violations, I think you know where I will stand on these issues - the workers’ biggest advocate!
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
All men and women are created equal, and I will always stand to fight against any discriminatory practices. The KCHR has an important
job, and I will work to support their mission.
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15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
First and foremost, I have to be kept abreast of any attacks or attempts to reduce worker rights or benefits, and as a result, will always
grant access to those advocating for workers. My office has always been open to these groups, and it will remain that way as long as
I serve in Frankfort. Those individuals know I stand for working families and the access I’ve granted in the past, as well as my voting
record, speaks for itself.
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BUDDY WHEATLEY
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 65
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.buddywheatley.com
Campaign Facebook page: @buddywheatleyky
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
I will support a bill being introduced to increase Unemployment Insurance offices in multiple areas around the state, as was the case
prior to the last administration. I also support increasing the dollar amounts for UI based on a more livable wage formula.
We also need to completely modernize the UI system so that it can be scaled up when there are significant upticks in those needing
benefits.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
I agree all Kentucky workers are “essential”.
I will be the primary sponsor of a minimum wage bill for the 2021 General Assembly session, and will have Senator Reggie Thomas
introduce the companion bill in the Senate, along with an aggressive plan to move the legislation.
I support collective bargaining rights for all public workers. Such a right is granted to private sector workers through the National Labor
Relations Act, yet Kentucky is in the minority by not permitting such rights to all its public sector workers.
I am a strong supporter of defined benefit pensions. I will be introducing a bill to move public safety employees into a defined benefit
pension system. This will include all police and fire departments, along with the Kentucky State Police, and Corrections employees.
We need to reinstate prevailing wage and I strongly support reversing the 2017 law changes.
We need to repeal the 2017 right to work for less legislation. I was an active private citizen protester in Frankfort when that bill was
rushed through in the first five days of the 2017 session.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
I strongly support repeal of the law (see above).
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4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
I co-sponsored the legislation to provide earned paid sick leave.
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
I strongly opposed SB 171 and HB 317, including conversing the House primary sponsor trying to (and perhaps having some success)
convince him not to attempt to move the bill.
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
I absolutely support legislation that makes it humane and deserved for miners to receive black lung benefits. We need to repeal the
2018 law limiting B readers.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes, I support legislation to increase corporate liability for coal companies, and others, to post wage bonds. This was an enforcement
issue, too, thus I support increasing the enforcement side of such bond laws.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
I am not as familiar with these laws, but I am sure I will support this type of effort. As a labor attorney, I have always been interested
in efforts to block wage theft, including volunteering for a non-profit in the Cincinnati area that attempts to deal with minority workers
affected by wage theft.
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9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
Yes, I support local control on minimum wage, and such language will be in the bill the Senator Thomas and I will be introducing in the
next session.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
Yes, I support “ban the box” legislation. I think there can even be state incentives for private companies to do so.
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes, I support a state EITC, along with a major overhaul of our unfair tax system so that we move back to a more graduated income
tax system.
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
As a member of the Public Pension Oversight Board, I have played an integral part in shaping recent legislation for our pension system.
I will do everything I can to maintain a defined benefit system for Kentucky teachers. I have witnessed first hand the devastating effect
of taking away (created Tier 3) defined benefit for newly hired police and fire department employees.
I supported the passage of HB 484, CERS separation to allow more local control of that pension system. My hope is that the new CERS
board will support my legislation to move public safety employees to a defined benefit pension system.
And, of course, I strongly support fully funding the ARC for all pension systems.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
I will push for continued budget support to ensure KY OSH has the resources it needs to reform workplace safety enforcement per the
audit recommendations.
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14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
Minimally, we need to ensure the KCHR is budgeted the monies necessary to meet its statutory mission.
Racial justice, equal pay to women and other minorities, and guaranteeing LGBTQ rights have been part of my campaign, my state
policy preferences, and co-sponsorship practices since being elected to the House of Representatives. I also deal with these issues
in my private law practice as a labor attorney. There are too many laws and issues to expound on here, but I will always be there for
racial justice--real, sustainable and meaningful racial justice. I will be there until the day John Lewis longed for-- the day we lay down
the heavy burden of racial hate.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
Too many people rely on current state law to ensure workers will get paid, get paid the amount due them, and get paid when it is due.
Our enforcement of such laws lacks teeth. I support additional penalties when these laws are violated.
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BRIAN PEDIGO
District/Office: Kentucky State Senate, District 9
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign Facebook page: @brianpedigoforcongress
Campaign Instagram page: @brianpedigoforcongress
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
First I would reopen the unemployment offices that Bevin closed. Areas that have limited internet access and older workers really need
person to person assistance that these offices provide. These openings would also help in eliminating little mistakes that can delay
people getting the benefits they need.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
I know this to be true unlike my opponent I have worked this whole pandemic as an essential worker. We need to put teeth in the
efforts to protect our workers and our citizens as a whole, right now most businesses do not enforce the mask rule because they fear
customers getting angry. Maybe a fine will encourage the enforcement.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
I think right to work laws are illegal and will work to repeal day one.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
A minimum of 2 weeks paid leave is needed for all Kentuckians and will work towards this if elected.
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
I’m against any legislation that limits these benefits.
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6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
I support efforts to help all workers get what they deserve and will work to repeal the provisions of the 2018 law.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
I support and will sponsor efforts to increase corporate accountability and ensure current wage bond laws. I would also apply severe
penalties for those companies that try what Blackjewel did.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
Our labor laws should protect all our workers no matter their immigration status so I would support legislation that guarantees the
contracts they sign are enforced.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
This is part of my platform. I will sponsor a bill day one to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky. If we are unable to pass it on the state
level I support efforts that allow local government to pass their own increase.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
I support legislation to Ban the Box.
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
I support legislation to establish an EITC.
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12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
I would legalize marijuana and gaming to open new streams of revenue to fund pensions.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
I support all efforts to increase workers safety. I’ve worked in factories where I’ve seen injuries occur that were preventable.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
I will make sure state budget fully funds their efforts. I will fully support all efforts to address discrimination and advocate for racial justice
in the workplace for all Kentuckians.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
I will support within reason any legislation that will guarantee paychecks for Kentucky workers.
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SHIRLEY
MITCHELL
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 45
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.shirleyforkentucky.com
Campaign Facebook page: @shirleyforkentucky
Campaign Twitter page: @shirleyforkentucky
Campaign Instagram page: @shirleyforkentucky
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
The stories I’ve heard about Kentuckians who have been unable to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned deeply concerns me.
Kentucky’s unemployment system was last updated in 2000. Our lack of investment in necessary technology has led to burdensome
and avoidable costs that end up negatively impacting Kentuckians daily. These costs are magnified by the COVID-19 pandemic. If
elected, I would work to secure the funds needed to modernize our unemployment system to ensure that we serve individuals as quickly
and effectively as possible.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
Kentucky’s essential workers are the backbone of our economy. COVID-19 has shown that we must do more to ensure our citizens can
work with dignity. If elected, I will work to establish a living wage for all Kentuckians. I will also prioritize making sure every worker has
access to affordable and high-quality healthcare. Lastly, I will work to make sure that all workers are able to organize and collectively
bargain throughout the Commonwealth.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
I support unions, the rights for workers to organize and I support legislation to repeal Kentucky’s right-to-work laws.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Legislation requiring Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to their workers is of the utmost necessity. After taking care of my
mother for her last weeks of life, I believe that we must build upon the federal Family and Medical Leave Act by providing paid family
leave and expanding eligibility. We must allow Kentuckians to have paid sick days so they can seek preventive healthcare and recover
from current illnesses.
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5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
COVID-19 has shown our Commonwealth that our state’s unemployment benefits must be comprehensive and aligned with employee’s
needs. These proposed policies are, particularly during a global pandemic, isn’t who we want to be as a state. I am opposed to
legislation that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits. All elected officials in Frankfort must pull together to make sure all
Kentuckians get through this economic crisis with dignity and without unnecessary hardships.
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
I wholeheartedly support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals these provisions
of the 2018 law. Kentuckians living with black lung disease should not be cut off from lifelines that support their wellbeing and health by
elected officials in Frankfort. Further, based on the importance unionized miners played in Kentucky’s economy, the state representatives
must call on congress to protect these benefits at all costs.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes, I support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements for coal companies to post wage bonds and
ensures current wage bond laws are enforced. Blackjewel was a tragic situation. Although bankruptcy is federally regulated, the
states have some power in the proceedings which occur within their borders. The Commonwealth’s existing wage bond laws were not
enforced under the previous administration, which is a blatant failure of the executive branch to enforce the law. Not only should these
laws be strengthened due to the nature of the coal economy, but they should be strictly enforced.
This is the first of many bankruptcies in the crippled coal industry that will continue to negatively impact Eastern Kentucky’s economic
revitalization. We must take swift action is taken to mitigate the continued hampering of revitalization.
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8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
I strongly believe that contracts with workers should be honored regardless of immigration status. Wage theft should be reported to the
Labor Cabinet and investigated. I would like to see the Labor Cabinet develop more resources in multiple languages to support nonEnglish speaking workers. In addition, all migrant workers, who are disproportionately essential workers during the pandemic, should
be provided with the medical care, PPE, and other employment protections they need to be safe as they provide for our Commonwealth.
Kentucky must protect essential workers, regardless of immigration status, during the global pandemic and afterwards.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
Yes, I support legislation that would raise the minimum wage as well as allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances
higher than the state minimum wage. Our Commonwealth is lagging behind other states, and hurting our citizens, by not ensuring
Kentuckians have a livable wage.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
Yes, I support legislation to “Ban the Box” in Kentucky. We must send a clear and resounding message that our fellow Kentuckians
deserve a second chance in employment. A debt paid to society should not hamper a citizen from being a productive member of
Kentucky’s workforce in the future.
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes, I support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC). Until reform happens on a federal level, a
state-wide establishment of the EITC would allow many Kentuckians to rise out of poverty and increase employment across the state.
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
My desire to seek public office stems from the pension debate for state employees. I was disheartened that a state that is cutting
funding for pensions, education, and other basic programs would also change the tax code in favor of the highest income earners. We
have a revenue problem. We need to change our mindset from short-sighted ideas to building a true, long-lasting strategy for economic
growth. In order to protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits, we must develop a more equitable tax structure and increase
revenue. We need to focus on our most valuable resource - our talented people.
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13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
KY OSH must be fully funded to ensure our Commonwealth can meaningfully advance workplace safety, especially during a global
pandemic. Kentucky workers deserve safe workplaces. If elected, I will stand up for Kentucky workers to ensure that their jobs and
workplaces are safe by working to continue implementing safety measures recommended by the audit-- increasing training, allowing
electronic complaints to be filed, and conducting thorough fatality investigations. As a construction officer in the military and as an
employee at a safety first company, I know the importance of the role of OSH. Safety must be the mantra of Kentucky’s workforce.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
Racial discrimination and economic exploitation is unacceptable in all realms of life, especially in the workplace. If elected, I look
forward to working alongside the KCHR, and ensuring its funding. Through my experience in the US Navy and in the global business
world, I work alongside people from a multitude of nationalities and races. We have zero tolerance for discrimination. I will work closely
with the KHCR to ensure this is a reality for all Kentuckians.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
The only entity that can adequately guarantee funds is the Federal Government. Which has unfortunately not adequately stepped up in
this time of crisis for local businesses or citizens as they historically have. Our state and local governments and elected officials must
continue to press the federal government to support funding to workers and businesses that continue to pay workers.
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PATTI MINTER
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 20
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.pattiminterforky.com
Campaign Facebook page: @PattiMinterForKy
Campaign Twitter page: @pattiminter4ky
Campaign Instagram page: @pattiminterforkentucky
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
As a state lawmaker, I have helped many of my constituents get their unemployment benefits and navigate an antiquated, underfunded
system. I will support legislation to fund an overdue upgrade to the computer system so that it is more user-friendly and to hire more
unemployment staff to ensure that no eligible Kentucky worker has to wait weeks or months for benefits to which they are entitled and
which they desperately need.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
I support paying Kentucky’s essential workers a living wage, protecting workers who are “whistleblowers” on unsafe working conditions,
and expanding requirements to provide proper PPE for all essential workers so that they can be safe at work.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
I am proud to support the repeal of so-called “right to work” laws and I cosponsored bills in the 2019 and 2020 sessions to repeal this
anti-worker law.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Yes, I support legislation that mandates paid sick leave for Kentucky workers.
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5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
In 2019, I voted against these two bills and I will never support legislation that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits.
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Yes, I support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive these benefits, and I support the repeal of the 2018 law.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes, I do.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
I support Kentucky’s immigrant communities and I oppose discriminatory legislation that targets immigrant communities in any way.
Contracts must be honored by employers and I support legislation that requires the enforcement of promises made to migrant workers
in labor contracts.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
Yes, I support both raising the minimum wage to the 2021 living wage and I support legislation that would allow local governments to
raise wages to a higher level than the state minimum wage. Every Kentuckian deserves to make a living wage.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
Yes, I support “ban the box” legislation and cosponsored legislation in the 2020 Regular Session to “ban the box.”
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11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
I support the passage of an Earned Income Tax Credit to help families pay for education, afford basic living expenses, and pay off debts
while working, which is a proven poverty-fighting policy.
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
A pension is a promise and I have consistently supported legislation that would fund state pensions and retiree health benefits for
public employees, and I’ve consistently voted against legislation that altered the inviolable contract. Union members have contracts that
guarantee union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits, and I will support legislation to protect the promises made to them as well. I
cosponsored a bill in 2020 to reform Kentucky’s tax code to create a more just system of taxation that closes corporate loopholes and
helps all Kentuckians, not just the few.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
Every Kentuckians deserves to have a safe workplace, and I will support legislation that funds KY OSH, including hiring more inspectors
to enforce existing safety codes.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
I support fully funding KCHR and its necessary enforcement purview, and I voted against legislation in the last session that would have
weakened the commission by controlling the search process for its new Executive Director. I also sponsored legislation during the 2020
session that would expand civil rights protections for Kentucky workers to include weight discrimination as a protected category in the
state’s civil rights statutes.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
Although much of the legislation regulating payment of wages is enacted at the federal level, I support legislation at the state level that
mirrors paycheck protections for Kentucky workers. There should never be another situation such as Blackjewel again. We must pay all
workers the wages they have earned and create a regulatory framework that allows workers the security that such a guarantee creates.
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CRYSTAL
CHAPPELL
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 15
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.chappellforky.com
Campaign Facebook page: @Chappell4StateRepresentative
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
I would support/propose the reopening of local unemployment offices to help better facilitate accessibility to file claims. It was ridiculous
to close those offices and we are now witnessing the hardships imposed by that poor decision.
We must also update our antiquated online unemployment system. Along with reopening local offices, we must expand accessibility
through the use of on-line resources. If our citizens are already struggling with limited revenue, requiring them to drive across the state
only adds to that stress.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
While all of Kentucky’s workers are essential, the ones that have continued to support the day to day functioning of the state should be
admired and celebrated. They should also be provided with any and all necessary equipment to ensure their safety. We have to honor
their risks and sacrifices by keeping them safe.
Many of those workers toil on a daily basis and receive far less in wages than they are worth. To remedy this, I believe we must raise
the minimum wage to an amount that will allow these workers to support their families and not worry that their funds will run out way
before their bills are paid.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
My family is a union family. My house was built using union wages. I proudly stood with my union brothers and sister in the rotunda when
union busting legislation was pushed through in a cowardly fashion behind closed doors. I will proudly push for legislation to repeal right
to work and I will also work to reinstate prevailing wage in the state.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
I absolutely support paid sick leave for all Kentucky workers. Experiencing a sickness should not jeopardize everything that a person
has worked to achieve.
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5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
I would never support legislation that in any way limits workers’ unemployment benefits. Prior to becoming an educator, my husband
worked as an IBEW electrician. There were many times that the unemployment benefits he received were the only income in our
household. Without that income, we would have lost our home. Because of those experiences, I understand the necessity of those
benefits.
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
The limiting of doctors that are recognized as able to perform evaluations is wrong and inhumane. I believe that the process should
be made simpler and easier, rather than more difficult. The heartless provisions should be repealed and provisions should be made to
streamline the evaluation process to aid those miners struggling with work-related health issues such as black lung.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
I do support increased accountability for all companies to pay all wages owed to workers when they go into bankruptcy. If a company
refuses to abide by these rules, I also believe that the properties of those companies should be forfeited and sold at auction to pay
those outstanding wages.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
It is my earnest belief that farmer owners and any other employer that signs a contract with employees should be bound by law to honor
that contract. Workers that are immigrants are in greater danger than most of being taken advantage of by their employer. I will push
to strengthen legislation to ensure that all employee/employer contracts are binding agreements under law with financial penalties to
dissuade violations.
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9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
Minimum wages should equate to a living wage. I 100% support raising the minimum wage. The state minimum wage should also be
the floor of that wage, not the ceiling. If counties and cities should chose to further raise those wages, I would be in support of them
having that ability.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
I would support the proposed legislation to remove the requirement of potential employees to disclose prior incarceration in the initial
application for employment.
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
I would support an Earned Income Tax Credit to help working families. Working families deserve a more balanced tax system. They also
need every opportunity to provide for their family.
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
We must increase revenue by increasing the tax base. The best way to do so is to promote the creation of good paying jobs within the
state. We have a tremendous opportunity to generate large scale industry in the commonwealth. We should look to the future and seize
on the next generation of energy production. The many different products that can be produced from hemp must also be a focus to
bring industry across the state. The greater the growth in the job market, the more funding available to shore up the promised pensions
for the workers in the state.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
Worker safety should be proactive rather than ever being reactive. KY OSH must be directed under law to inspect and to investigate job
sites to ensure the safety of all workers. Safety violations should be met with financial penalties for any employer that fails to support
worker protection. Under no circumstances should the death of a worker be the cause for the first inspection of a job site.
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14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
As elected leaders, state legislators should acknowledge the biases and systemic failures of our system and commit to addressing
racial and economic inequities. Leaders should actively dedicate policy changes toward removing these inequities that have lingered
for generations and seek solutions that will improve the lives of those who are struggling. As a legislator, I will continue to seek guidance
from and actively listen to the needs of our citizens. I will also work to ensure that funding is allocated to the Kentucky Commission on
Human Rights in our state budget. I stand firmly against workplace discrimination in any form. Necessary changes in the workplace are
long overdue. I am in full support of legislation that commits to pay equity, the development of anti-racism policies, & racial-equity
training. I will also propose legislation that provides families with a living wage. The national minimum wage hasn’t been increased in
over a decade and has not nearly kept up with inflation.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
As exemplified by this pandemic, jobs are vulnerable to the ebb and flow of the nation’s and the world’s economies. When a crisis
like this impacts a nation, jobs are lost and everyone suffers. This illustrates why a dependable and accessible path to unemployment
benefits is an absolute necessity. The state must address the current systemic shortfalls that have slowed the delivery of these benefits
over the last few months.
However, at all times people should receive the pay for the labor that they perform for another. When employers fail at this simple truth,
legislation should be in place to ensure that the employees have the full power of the state legislature to back their right to collect on
all unpaid wages.
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LAMAR ALLEN
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 56
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.lamarforky.com
Campaign Facebook page: @lamarforky
Campaign Instagram page: @ lamarforky
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
Even as a candidate, I have connected several individuals to their current representatives and unemployment resources. I have
several family friends who have gone months without receiving their unemployment benefits. First, we need congress to approve the
additional unemployment funds that do not saddle state level budgets. $600 should be the absolute minimum increase to unemployment
funds throughout the pandemic. The pandemic has also made it clear that we need an improved system for processing claims for
unemployment. Furthermore, we must have enough employees available to process claims and hundreds of staffers trained to meet
tier 3 level issues.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
I will fight to increase the minimum wage to $15 an hour. Furthermore, workers deemed essential should receive a mandatory addition
to their base wage rate. Every employed Kentuckian deserves a wage that allows them to adequately support their family.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
I support legislation to repeal Kentucky’s right-to-work laws as they dramatically impact workers across Kentucky. These policies hurt
our blue collar families and often diminish the quality of work performed on job sites. As a union member and union endorsed candidate,
I believe it is critical to support the labor unions who have literally built the infrastructure of the Commonwealth.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Yes. Without paid sick leave many families will face a swift financial emergency. This has always been true and is only highlighted more
by the pandemic. Failure to provide paid sick leave also leaves employees health at risk as many will choose to come to a job site while
contagious in order to not miss a payment. This could also leave our small business community in danger as well. Paid sick leave is
of benefit to employers and employees.
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5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
I am completely against SB 171 and HB 317. These bills do not support Kentuckians and only aim to place burden on folks who are
already hurting. I will not support cuts that hurt mid-to-low earners in Kentucky. This is even more true in the midst of a pandemic.
6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Yes, I support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive earned benefits. To not support individuals who have risked their lives
for our own energy consumption would be unconscionable. We have an unfortunate recent history of hurting Kentuckians who have
dedicated their lives to the benefit of the Commonwealth. I will fight to end this trend.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes. Miners deserve their severance pay and the state government should enforce additional accountability measures to make sure we
are doing right by our workers. This accountability should be codified and enforced at the state level.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
First, failure to honor contracts or repeated issues with contracted workers should lead to the removal of access to workers with H2A
visas. Failure to provide adequate housing or provide repayment of transportation should also lead to removal from the program.
I support consistent check-ins with workers from someone who speaks their native language is necessary to verify their working
conditions and treatment as well. Workers are more likely to share openly their conditions with someone who shares a common
language or has an explicit duty of ensuring their safety and well being.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
I’m already and advocate for a $15 minimum wage and would support a living wage if greater than $15. I would be in support of local
governments passing minimum wage ordinances to increase their local wage beyond the State’s level.
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10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
I support “Ban the Box” bills. Previous criminal history should not hinder qualified employment in the Commonwealth..
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
I support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income Tax Credit. This would allow mid and low earners to receive much
needed help after filing their taxes. These funds will help them find a better financial footing. This also allows them to better support
their family as the tax credit funds typically go to groceries, debt pay-offs, utilities, and more.
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
Our lawmakers have refused to legitimately seek additional revenue to the detriment of all Kentuckians. Millions of taxable dollars will
go to neighboring states every day. In fact, Governor Andy Beshear stated Kentucky is missing out on capturing 550 million dollars of
taxable revenue each year. Developing an economy where all Kentuckians have a chance to succeed is critical.
I was in Frankfort like your neighbors, friends, and family members. I was fighting to ensure that the promises made regarding Kentucky’s
pension were kept. This issue impacts all Kentuckians. I want the best and brightest in classrooms across Kentucky. This can only
happen if we are honest about our obligations to public employees.
We should exhaust all efforts to increase revenue and limit corporations from paying lower tax rates after exemptions and loopholes
than a middle class Kentuckian. We should continue to expand on an e-cigarette/cigarette tax and expand gaming in Kentucky. We are
losing revenue as many Kentuckians are going to our bordering states and spending their money in casinos and online. I also advocate
for decriminalizing recreational marijuana that will also allow for an additional cash crop in the commonwealth. This will provide a major
economic boost. Real tax code reform is necessary to capture the revenue we are currently losing. These funds will help Kentucky
reinvest in disenfranchised communities and classrooms across the state.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
I do believe KY OSH inspectors should receive wages that are comparable to their counterparts in surrounding states. With that being
said, we also need to ensure every inspector participates in all mandatory development (Particularly, federal programs). All resources
should be at their disposal for inspections and investigations into work place fatalities. We have lost valuable time and opportunity to
make our work place safer because of our failure to properly fund and support KY OSH. I would support policy that requires mandatory
training and consistent oversight into workplace inspections.
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14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
The service provided by the KCHR will only grow during a time of social justice advocacy and promotion of equity. I believe KCHR
will continue to have a growing impact on the workplace in Kentucky. I believe increased funding through additional taxable revenue
(Gaming, Tax Reform, Recreational Marijuana) could allow for KCHR to be better funded and equip it to meet the needs of a evergrowing and diverse workplace. As a black candidate and employee, I urge employers to create inclusive work environments that
prioritize meeting the needs of their employees of traditional and non-traditional backgrounds.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
I would support bills like that of U.S. Representative Pramila Jayapal. She introduced a paycheck guarantee act that would fully fund
100% of a workers income. This will allow for our economy to continue to work and provide immediate relief during times of great
economic stress. Ultimately, a workers time must be fully paid for regardless of the surrounding conditions. A contracted or negotiated
wage must be delivered as expected in a timely fashion when work is initiated. I will do everything in my power to protect workers and
their paycheck.
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DEAN SCHAMORE
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 10
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.deanschamore.com
Campaign Facebook page: @epdeanschamore
Campaign Twitter page: @deanschamore
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
Kentucky was on the right path with the newly elected Governor to address those issues. A purchase order was signed in February to
replace software and it was being looked at to reopen unemployment centers close by the last administration.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
I would continue to support workers like I have in the last six years I have been in office. My Dad was a member of IBEW local 369
and I think of him with every vote I take.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
Yes
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
Yes
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
I am against them.
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6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Yes
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Yes
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
I support that the contract they have should be followed.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
Yes
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
Yes
11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
Continue to fully fund and to make small changes for new hires only.
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13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
Support legislation that the Dept. of Labor backs for safe work places.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
There is no place for such injustices in the work place.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
With the full backing of the law.
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WILLIAM REDWINE
District/Office: Kentucky House of Representatives, District 99
Political party: Democratic Party
Campaign website: www.billredwine.com
1.) In Kentucky, we are witnessing high unemployment. Kentucky workers and working families are struggling
to get by. Many Kentuckians have yet to receive the jobless benefits they’ve earned. Many Kentuckians who’ve
newly become eligible for unemployment worry about receiving insufficient benefits. Kentuckians need our
federal and state lawmakers to fix our state’s unemployment system. If elected, what efforts would you support
to improve the unemployment system for all workers?
First of all, easier access for workers by working to permanent reopen the regional centers closed by the last administration. Secondly,
support for technology upgrades of the system replace an antiquated system. Thirdly, a mandatory processing deadline for claims to
be serviced quickly and accurately.
2.) Throughout the COVID 19 pandemic, Kentucky’s essential workers have kept our state running. That is a
difficult job. At the end of the day, all Kentucky workers are essential, and without our labor our economy cannot
function. If elected, what will you do to support Kentucky’s essential workers?
I will fight for better wages, secure benefits and safe conditions.
3.) In 2017, Kentucky lawmakers made our state a “right-to-work” state. At CMRJB Workers United, we fight
to see the end of racist and cruel right-to-work laws. These laws intend to break the back of Kentucky’s labor
unions and are harmful to workers. They saddle our organizations with financial obligations, while hindering our
ability to collect dues and bargain for the best contracts for our workers. Do you support legislation to repeal
Kentucky’s right-to-work laws?
I absolutely and 110% support legislation to repeal the right-to-work laws.
4.) Before the pandemic, lawmakers introduced bills that require Kentucky employers to provide earned paid
sick leave to employees. The pandemic has highlighted the need for workers to receive paid sick leave. Do you
support legislation that would require Kentucky employers to provide paid sick leave to workers?
I absolutely and 110% support legislation to require paid sick leave for workers.
5.) During the 2019 legislative session, lawmakers filed bills (SB 171 & HB 317) that advocated never-before-seen
ways of hurting workers. These bills would have kicked Kentuckians off of Unemployment Insurance. These
bills proposed reducing benefits from 26 to 20 weeks. They also would have decreased the amount of benefits
over time to 25% of the initial amount for the last five weeks. When these bills were filed, they were bad. Amid
a pandemic, the prospect of witnessing similar legislative efforts is horrific. What is your position on legislation
that limits Kentucky workers’ unemployment benefits?
Unemployment benefits absolutely should not be reduced. If anything, legislation to strengthen and enhance unemployment benefits
should be the position.
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6.) Kentucky workers are dying due to a preventable occupational disease. Many are no longer able to work due
to black lung diagnosis. This is an urgent crisis. In 2018, lawmakers passed legislation that cut short the amount
of time certain workers can receive workers’ compensation benefits for permanent partial disabilities. The bill
targeted disabled coal miners, among other workers. Since then, multiple lawmakers have filed bills that would
repeal language in the 2018 workers’ comp law that limits who can perform evaluations in occupational disease
claims, the specific provisions that have been devastating to those living with black lung disease. Repealing these
provisions opens up a lifeline that these workers are owed. On our jobs as non-profit workers, we have traveled to
Frankfort alongside folks living with black lung disease and have witnessed their demands for immediate action.
Do you support legislation that makes it easier for miners to receive the benefits they’ve earned and repeals
these provisions of the 2018 law?
Absolutely! I worked in a strip mine during the summer as a college student and while the impact of black lung disease isn’t as
prominent with those miners as it is with deep miners there are still job related hazards that they fall victim to and I 110% support them
receiving the benefits they are entitled to.
7.) When Blackjewel declared bankruptcy in the summer of 2019, the state of Kentucky didn’t enforce the already
existing bond law to ensure that miners would receive severance pay. This meant that workers did not receive the
pay that they had earned. Do you support legislation that strengthens corporate accountability and requirements
for coal companies to post wage bonds and ensures current wage bond laws are enforced?
Absolutely! When a wage bond is executed, it should be golden and enforced to the maximum level.
8.) In the autumn of 2017, Garrard County migrant farmworkers in the tobacco industry organized a successful
strike. They were responding to wage theft and violations of their contract. The workers and their union invited
allies to their living quarters during the strike. They lifted up their issues and demands. The workers’ and their
union’s leadership inspired us. We worked to support their strike through their efforts to ensure that the workers
had groceries during the strike. What efforts do you support to protect the rights of migrant workers, such as
those coming to Kentucky with H2A visas, and ensure that farmers are honoring the contracts they sign with
these workers? What efforts would you advance to support all of Kentucky’s immigrant communities who work
in every industry of our economy?
Any legal worker should have the same wage and contract protections as the next one. Employers who violate those contracts should
be held accountable and the terms enforced to the letter of the contract. We have seen time and time again that without those migrant
workers some of our staple industries could not succeed.
9.) The minimum wage in Kentucky is $7.25 per hour, and it is even lower for tipped employees. This is not a
living wage. Do you support legislation to raise the minimum wage in Kentucky to living wages in 2021? Do you
support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local minimum wage ordinances higher than the
state minimum wage?
Yes I support legislation to raise the minimum wage and yes I support legislation that would allow local governments to pass local
minimum wage ordinances higher than the state minimum wage.
10.) Each year, many Kentucky lawmakers file bills to “Ban the Box.” These bills make it unlawful to require a job
applicant to disclose their prior criminal history as part of the initial job application. Do you support legislation
to “Ban the Box”?
Generally no. There are some jobs that require bonding and other security due to cash handling for example and I would be hard
pressed to force an employer to consider someone for that type job if they had a criminal record of theft. I think that there are other
means to address the issue.
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11.) Adopting a state Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) would be good for Kentucky working families. A state EITC
would help Kentucky families better afford basic necessities, and make our tax system more fair. Many states
(as well as D.C.) already have an EITC. Do you support legislation that would establish a state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC)?
Yes
12.) How do you intend to address the public pension crisis in Kentucky? What efforts would you support that
protect union members’ and retirees’ earned benefits and address the revenue crisis in our state budget?
Being a KTRS retiree myself, along with my wife, this is a very near and dear issue for me. Protection of the pension system has sort
of been pushed off the screen during the COVID-19 because so much attention is focused there. The pension is still a promise and
keeping our focus on it is a must. I am wholeheartedly in favor of developing new revenue streams such as expanding gaming that will
have full dedication to the pension system. In looking at other states that have dealt with it already, their solutions have generally been
new revenues and not reallocations. It is a process to shore up the pension and one that cannot be resolved in one year, two years or
even four years. We did not fall into the position we are in overnight and thus the solution cannot come overnight.
13.) According to a recent federal audit, the state of Kentucky had the worst track record in the nation for
workplace safety and investigating worker deaths on the job. Kentucky is one of 28 states or territories that runs
its own worker safety program, called Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health (KY OSH). When workers die
on the job, KY OSH inspectors are charged with investigating the circumstances of the death, and determining
whether an employer was complying with state safety and health standards. Since the federal audit was released,
KY OSH began implementing many reforms and is making efforts to improve. Ensuring that the department
conducts thorough fatality investigations remains a work in progress.
What state legislative efforts would you support to advance workplace safety and ensure that KY OSH continues
to implement successful reforms? What will you do, at the state level, to ensure that Kentucky workers have safe
jobs?
Before retirement, one of the units that reported to me was Environmental Health & Safety so I am somewhat familiar with this area.
When we took over EH&S it was obvious that some of the inspections and trainings had been a little lax for a few years so we dug in
and began to implement trainings and inspections that sometimes met with difficult execution but we held firm and made it happen.
That is what has to happen with making sure KY OSH continues to move forward. As unpleasant as it is sometimes to force a rule or
regulation, it’s not nearly as unpleasant as dealing with the injury or death of a worker had it not been done. I will push for KY OSH to
be funded and held accountable for producing accurate and impartial inspections and reports.
14.) The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is charged with enforcing state civil rights laws as well as federal
laws through their partnerships with agencies like the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The
KCHR often addresses instances of racial discrimination and other forms of discrimination in the workplace.
Dismantling racism and economic exploitation is very important for Kentucky workers, and no Kentuckian should
face discrimination on the job. What would you do to ensure that the KCHR is adequately funded and supported
to achieve its mission? What other efforts do you support to address discrimination and advance racial justice
in the workplace?
Racial and other forms of discrimination infuriate me! This is 2020 folks and we should be better than that than to discriminate against
anyone for anything. The KCHR must be a line item in the budget process and provided the resources needed to execute the duties
required including educational programs to emphasize equality of all.
15.) A worker’s paycheck in the state of Kentucky should be sacred. How will you guarantee that workers in
Kentucky continue to receive their paychecks, regardless of what is happening in our world that is no fault of
Kentucky workers?
I’m not sure that there is a way to guarantee their paychecks but workers in Kentucky can trust that I will always be on their side and
doing whatever I can to secure their jobs, protect their families and make sure that they are treated fairly.
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